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. . .  will be partly sunny and ·warmer, 
with h ighs in t he lower 20s. Thursaay 
night. becoming cloudy with a 
40percent chance of snow. warmer, 
low in the teens. 
y stands firm on water hike, .despite letter 
"Of course they (Eastern officials) 
would say that (Eastern is paying more 
than its fair share) , "  commissioner 
John Winnett said Wednesday. 
$ 1 0.2 million project to begin . For President Rives' complete letter, 
see page 5. 
resolution to the city water 
es has been derived despite 
m Eastern President Stanley 
harleston commissioners . 
Winnett said Eastern hasn't  been 
paying its fair share of water costs and 
"property owners have been picking 
up the tab for years and years and it ' s  
costing them a lot more . "  
Two proposals are o n  file and will be 
voted on Tuesday to pay for updating 
the water-sewer system, which is 
required by the I llinois Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
to $4. 86 per 1 ,000 gallon increase 
would come in July 1 987. The 
residents ' rate hike would remain the 
same. 'ty Council plans a vote 
on proposed water rate in­
or Charleston residents and 
with the conflict arising over 
e Eastern should be required 
d how soon it should be 
Commissioner Bruce Scism also said 
he disagreed with Rives that Eastern 
was paying more than its fair share. 
Proposal A calls for Eastern' s  water 
rates to increase from $2.73 to $4 .86 
per 1 ,000 gallons,  a 78 percent in­
crease . Charleston residents ' rates 
would rise from $3 .75 to $5 .40 per 
1 ,000 gallons.  
However , Proposal B would require 
the city to swallow $ 1 65 ,000 in revenue 
during the 1 5-month delay in which 
Eastern would· not have to pay the 
higher rate. 
o pay it . 
gh Rives ' s  position in the 
which was hand-delivered to 
members Tuesday, is that 
is currently paying more than 
share, city council members 
ee. 
"His statement from my point of 
view is incorrect, "  Scism said . "He has 
a different perspective on the issue. "  
The city has received $6. 2  million in 
Build Illinois funds and must generate 
an additional $4 million on its own to 
back general revenue bonds for the 
Proposal B would delay some of 
Eastern's  increase until July 1 ,  1 987, to 
enable Eastern to work the rate in­
creases into its budget . 
In his letter to the council members, 
Rives said a report compiled by Speer 
Financial Inc. , of Chicago, does not 
take into account capital contributions 
and large volume use by the university. 
The Speer report is the basis for the 
Under Proposal B, Eastern ' s  rate 
would increase from $2 .73 to $4 .00 per 
1 ,000 gallons as of March 1. The $4 . 00 (See CITY, page 15A) 
shman Don Bul len receives ashes from Rev. beginning of the 40-day Lenten season. 
Probst at one of three masses in the Union 
Ballroom. Wednesday marked the. 
I Marcos win 'free' election? 
illipine students concerned about possible outcome 
the winner of last 
Philippines presidential 
may not be declared for 
days, Eastern students 
ila and the surrounding 
essed their concern over 
le outcome . 
election was the first of 
in the Philippines since 
E. Marcos became 
two decades ago . In the 
incumbent Marcos faced 
Corazon Aquino, wife 
· ated opposition leader 
Aquino. 
er, Philippine students 
at Eastern expressed some doubt 
as to the true "freedom" of the 
elections . 
Graduate student Manuelito 
Ordonez of Pasig, a suburb of 
Manila, said he questioned the 
fact that the elections are free. 
"If it were a free election,  she 
(Aquino) would be in, " Ordonez 
said . 
"I'd like to see Aquino 
win-Marcos has been in power 
for such a long time , "  he said.  
Ordonez added that the country 
needs some changes, mainly in the 
area of reform. Although Aquino 
is "not really trained" for the 
position of president ,  Ordonez 
said he thinks her advisers would 
help her do an adequate job .  
Eva Calderon, a graduate 
student from Manila, agreed with 
Ordonez, saying that if the 
elections tabulations are being 
done honestly , "Marc.os won' t  
have a chance . "  
Still, Calderon, who was in the 
Philippines six months ago before 
coming to Eastern, said she does 
not think Marcos will step down 
should the vote turn out in 
Aquino's  favor. 
"He (Marcos) doesn' t  care 
what the people want ,"  she said.  
According to Associated Press 
(See WILL, page 6A) 
Summit expert 
charts visit, ta lks 
with groups here 
By CHRYST AL PHILPOTT 
Staff writer 
U . S.-Soviet Summit expert Rozanne Ridgway, the 
assistant secretary of state for Europe::n1 and 
Canadian affairs , will be on campus Tuesday to talk 
with Eastern students and faculty. 
In recent post�summit testimony before Congress,  
Secretary of State George Shultz said of Ridgway 
that "a new star was bon:i," according to Time 
magazine . 
Polit ical science instructor Yung Ping Chen said, 
"(Ridgway) will be addressing the university com­
munity on the topic of the Soviet-American Summit 
and sharing some of  the i nsight into foreign policy­
making in the real 
world . "  
Ridgway will arrive in 
C h arle s t o n  and g o  
direct ly  t o  a n  I n­
ternational Reception 
from 3:30 to 4:30 p . m .  at 
the Wesley Foundation, 
Chen said . 
She will make some 
statements there, Chen 
s a i d ,  a d d i n g  t h a t  Rozanne Ridgway 
Ridgway will then speak 
in the lecture hall in the Buzzard Building from 4:30 
to 5:30 p . m .  on the topic of the U . S . -Soviet Summit . 
Both the reception and the lecture will be free and 
open to the public . 
In an interview from Washington Wednesday ,  
Gloria Redman, a public affairs officer for the 
European and Canadian affairs bureau, told The 
Daily Eastern News that "what Shultz had hinted 
was that she was very instrumental in the talks . ' '  
However, Redman said she could not release what 
aspects of the U . S . -Soviet talks Ridgway worked 
closely on . 
"But (Ridgway) could represent the bureau on 
every issue involving European and Canadian affairs 
as far as knowing all the theory and the policy, "  
Redman said , adding that those policies include 
everything froni trade to arms agreements . 
"(Ridgway) is in great demand as a speaker and is 
highly respected because she's  been very impressive 
in the job, ' '  Redman said. 
Ridgway will be in charge of arranging Soviet 
(See SUMMIT, page 1 5A) 
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State/Nation/World 
Salvadoran recalls death squad 
Libyans avoid U.S. aircraft 
WASHINGTON-Libya dispatched an unusual number 
of its planes toward U. S .  aircraft carriers operating in the 
Mediterranean on Wednesday, but there were no con­
frontations or incidents as the first day of an American 
exercise came to a close, Pentagon sources said . 
During the first day of the U.S .  maneuvers ,  which began 
as scheduled Tuesday night, more than a dozen Libyan 
flight operations were conducted over the Mediterranean 
with planes flying toward the Coral Sea and Saratoga, said 
one high official who asked not to be named. 
In each case, as American F-14's and F-A-18's were 
directed towards the Libyan jets , the libyans turned for 
home before they were confronted, the official said. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-A former Salvadoran 
army officer , planning to seek political asylum in 
the United States, says he participated in death 
squad killings in the early 1 980s and witnessed 
the slaughter of civilians by El Salvador's U . S . ­
backed military .  
Ex-Lt . Ricardo Ernesto Castro, 35 ,  a 1 973 
West Point graduate, described death squad 
killing of suspected " subversives" as a routine 
activity of the Salvadoran army in early 1 98 1 .  He 
said he personally commanded four 
assassination missions, claiming about a dozen 
lives . 
Castro said he also saw the army execute 
unarmed women and children during a coun­
ter-insurgency sweep near the Rio Lempa in the 
fall of 1981 and leave the bodies in shallow 
streams as a warning to leftist guerrillas . 
"My company was thirsty, but the soldiers 
would not take water from one of th 
because of these kids' corpses ," Castr 
recent tape-recored interview at his 
Washington home. 
Castro; who left El Salvador in mi 
the first Salvadoran army officer to pu 
that he participated in death squad 
initially told his story to free-lance repo 
Nairn for an article in the current 
Progressive magazine. 
Castro , however , said in the intervi 
recruited to work with the CIA and 
translator for an American who t 
Salvadoran military on interrogation 
He said the American trainer did not 
torture, but suggested that suspects 
"completely disoriented" by keep· 
isolated and employing psychological 
Shcharansky resumes struggle 
JERUSALEM-Anatoly Shcharansky said Wednesday 
he will resume the campaign- for free emigration of Soviet 
Jews that led the Kremlin to put him prison and labor camps 
for more than eight years. 
.Tylenol poison differs from '82 
Israel radio also said he sent forms to Moscow formally 
inviting his 77-year-old mother, Ida Milgrom, and his 
brother Leonid to Israel on the basis of family reunification. 
That is the first step in getting exit visas from the Soviet 
government. . 
The State Department said Wednesday the Soviet Union 
has "indicated" Milgrom and other relatives of Sh­
charansky would not be allowed to emigrate to Israel . 
Statue of Liberty chairman fired 
WASHINGTON-Interior Secretary Donald Hodel has 
fired Chrysler Corp . Chairman Lee lacocca as head of the 
government's chief advisory commission on the restoration 
of the Statue of Liberty . 
WHITE PLAINS ,  N. Y. (AP)-The type of 
cyanide that killed a woman who took Extra­
Strength Tylenol capsules last weekend differed 
from the poison !hat killed seven people in 
Chicago in 1982, the Food and Drug Ad­
ministration said Wednesday. 
Diane Elsroth,  23 , of Peekskill died Saturday 
after taking two capsules o.f Extra-Strength 
Tylenol , at least one of which contained 
potassium cyanide, Dr.  Millard Hyland, county 
medical examiner, said. 
Tests conducted on two of three poisoned 
capsules found in the bottle used by Miss Elsroth 
showed that the cyanide had a different chemical 
profile from the chemical used in Chicago in 
1 982, FDA spokesman William Grigg said 
Wednesday in a call from his Washington-area 
office. 
The Chicago case remains unsolved. 
The poisons used in both killings also 
from the cyanide used for testing and 
control in the Johnson & Johnson p 
produces the painkiller, Grigg said. 
The FDA inspected the factory where 
were made and determined that "there 
indications that it (the contamination) 
the result of the manufacturing," he said 
Grigg said. the determination that the 
cyanide in the latest death differed f 
found in Chicago or at the manufactu 
constituted "two more pieces of in� 
that continue to point away from a wi 
problem . "  
Hodel's action, announced by the secretary at a news 
conference in his office late Wednesday, does not disturb 
lacocca' s  position as chairman of the private foundation 
that has raised $230 million for the restoration. 
Hodel said he fired lacocca because the auto executive 
refused to resign a position that could lead to conflict of 
interest and to show "the department cannot be bullied . "  
NASA refuses to blame booster 
U of I doctors seek to form union 
CHAMPAIGN-Unionized doctors may seem a con­
tradiction in terms to some, but physicians at the University 
of Illinois hope to demonstrate that the concepts are 
compatible-and in their case necessary. 
Doctors at the university hope to form a collec­
tive-bargaining unit-a decision that could be pivotal for 
unionization attempts on college campuses statewide. 
Fourteen of the 18 staff physicians ··at the university's 
McKinley Health Center are seeking recognition _under the 
banner of the Union of Professional Employees . The union 
is receiving legal assistance from its state affiliate, the 
Illinois Federation of Teachers . 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
W AS H I NGTON (AP)-NASA insisted 
Wednesday it is not yet convinced a booster 
rocket caused the explosion of space shuttle 
Challenger and said both the rocket' s  
manufacturer and space agency experts agreed to 
the launch in unusual sub-freezing weather . 
At the same time, the space agency released 
internal documents that showed a history of 
concern with the "O ring" seal where the four 
segments of the solid rocket booster are j oined . 
In report after report, the huge rubber-like rings ' 
elasticity and ability to contain gases were 
mentioned as critical items to be looked at. 
Attention has been focused on the seals 
because films of Challenger's Jan. 28 liftoff 
show a plume of flame appearing to spurt from 
the. right rocket booster toward the shuttle' s  
The Daily Eastern News i s  published daily, Monday through Friday, i n  Charleston, Il l inois 
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University. Second class postage paid at Charleston, IL 6 1 920. USPS002250. Printed by 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 6 1 920. 
main tank loaded with volatile fuel .  
.of the seals t o  contain gas and flame 
close scrutiny. 
"The cause is still an open issue," w· 
Lucas , director of the National Aeronau 
Space Afiministration's Marshall Space 
Center fold a news briefing. "We 
vestigating every part of the shuttle 
attempting to focus in too early ."  
After scrubbing a launch on Jan. 27  � 
causes, NASA engineers discussed the 
by telephone with space shuttle con 
including some at Morton Thiokol Inc., 
manufactures the booster rockets in U 
overnight low temperature was expected 
degrees , said Lawrence B .  Mulloy, di 
the booster rocket program at Mars 
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LISA HOFFERT I Staff photo·grapher 
.S. Rep Terry Bruce takes over pol it ical science instruction for Joe 
elly Tuesday . Bruce, appearing with a Wall Street Journal reporter,  
ed on the impact of the Gramm-Rudman bil l . 
ongressman speaks to 
political .science c lass 
Rep, Terry .Bruce. D-Olney, 
at ease Tuesday, despite the 
hat a reporter from the Wall 
Journal was observing his 
congressman made several 
in Coles County, which in­
speaking to a political 
class and an afternoon 
g with Eastern President 
Rives. He was accompanied 
chief of staff and Wall Street 
I political writer Dennis 
• 
. ·political science instructor 
onnelly walked into his 1 1  
'Interest Groups" class and 
ced Bruce - whose v1s1t 
many students - Farney 
ce's chief of staff quietly 
in and took seats in the 
ruce made it a point, after 
introductions by Connelly, 
e class that two people came 
him. "They' re both narcs, " 
jokingly. 
, a freshman congressman, 
the focus of an article ex­
to appear Friday in the 
top business newspaper. 
also appeared in other 
media, including the. CBS 
and evening news shows 
PBS broadcasts . According 
's press aide, Larry Clinton, 
for U.S.  News and World 
is also pending. 
, who works out of an 
Kansas City , Mo. ,  said part 
article will look at the 
Bruce receives on the 
Rudman Bill , what he is 
· constituents in the 19th 
'onal District and what 
lling him. 
all Street Journal selected 
one of two U.S .  politicians 
partially because of the 
area he represents, Farney said.  
· "We wanted someone who voted 
. for Gramm-Rudman and he did. 
We also wanted a district that had a 
mix of interest . "  
Farney said Central Illinois is  
interesting because of the emphasis 
on agriculture and the educational 
institutions within the area. 
"The main thrust (of the article) 
will be Gramm-Rudman and budget 
cuts and how it 's  shaking out in one 
district, " Farney said ._  
"We' re trying for a feeling on the 
balance of whether people would 
rather see cuts at the expense of 
their own programs . "  
Farney said he really did n o t  have 
any pre-conceived notions about 
what he might find by trailing Bruce 
since he did not know him before his 
trip to Coles County. 
Because of the nature of the class 
Bruce visited Tuesday, he focused 
the opening comments of his one­
hour stay in Coleman Hall on in­
terest groups. 
However, only a few minutes 
passed before students began asking 
the congressman about the Gramm­
Rudman bill  and President 
Reagan's  proposed budget.  
After the first couple of such 
questions, Bruce smiled, looked at 
the clock in back and asked, "When 
does this class get out?" 
Bruce said part of the problem is 
"we're much better at increasing 
budgets than we are at decreasing 
them, because then you have to go 
back and tell people they 're going to 
get less . " 
The biggest  quest ion i n  
Washington right now, he said, is 
whether or not Congress will make 
the cuts . 
While there is an emphasis on 
establishing a balanced. budget, 
Bruce said there also has to be some 
concern on reducing the national 
deficit. 
Senators quarrel over 
home rule ad in paper 
Student Awareness apparently bypassed 
By PAMELA LILL 
Government editor 
Discussion at Tuesday night' s 
Student Senate meeting became heated 
when several senators said proper 
procedures were not followed before a 
full page advertisement paid for by 
senate appeared in Monday's Daily 
Eastern News. 
Copy on the full-page ad included, 
"We encourage you to register and 
vote in the upcoming Home Rule 
Election . . .  We feel that even thpugh 
the city inte�s only to increase sales 
iax by: J. petcent in the long run we are 
vulnerable to additional taxes pointed 
at the students or university. " It was 
signed: Student Legislative Committee. 
Sen.ators questioned the authority of 
the legislative committee to place the 
ad , which cost $ 1 80,  in the paper 
wit hout senate being i nformed. 
O ' Mera said that organizing voter 
registration is part of that committee's 
j ob written in the senate bylaws. 
However, according to senate 
bylaws the student awareness com­
mittee is also responsible for this duty 
and did not know about the ad . 
"I wish I would have known about it 
(the ad) before, but I know about it 
now, " student awareness committee 
chair Terese Papa said. 
While the senators agreed that there 
was a time factor involved, senator 
Mike Regan said "everyone would like 
to be involved. We' d  like to know 
beforehand. " 
After the meeting, Regan said he had 
raised the issue for the "education of 
the new senators. " He stressed that the 
bylaws are "good" and that they 
should be followed . 
Dan McLean , student legislative 
committee chairman, said that while 
steps could have been taken to enable 
the senate to state its position on the 
issue, he believed the legislative 
committee took proper action on the 
issue .  
O ' Mera agreed with McLean saying, 
"I feel that since we had the money in 
. _the budget for a,dV.erlising it was OK to 
use the money for that purpose. "  
The issue of getting students to vote 
in elections was also discussed at 
Tuesday's  meeting. 
The senate will not be putting voting 
booths in residence halls on campus for 
upcoming elections, according to the 
chairman of the senate' s  elections 
committee. 
Committee chairman Mike Regan 
said the proposal for voting booths in 
the halls would be "discrimination for 
people who live off-campus. What you 
do for one, you have to do for others, ' '  
he said. 
Currently during elections, booths 
are set up in Coleman Hall and the 
Union Grand Ballroom. Regan said 
voting procedures will remain as they 
were in the past .  
The proposal was initiated by 
Student Body President Floyd Akins, 
who said he came up with the plan 
because of low student turnout at past 
elections. 
''A lot of students won ' t  walk all the 
(See SENATORS, page 15A) 
Senator, speaker classify 
pen incident as a prank 
By LISA GREEN 
. Associate news editor 
Student senator Mike Regan took a 
pen out of a Daily Eastern News 
reporte r ' s  hand Tuesday night 
following a Student Senate meeting. 
While Regan said he grabbed the pen 
as a "j oke , "  the reporter, who was still 
gathering information for an article, 
said she was irritated by the incident. 
Tuesday's senate meeting included 
some heated discussion on whether or 
not proper channels had been followed 
before a full-page advertisement 
addressing the possibility of home rule 
in Charleston appeared in Monday's 
Eastern News. The ad, which was paid 
for by the senate, cost $ 1 80 .  
After t h e  meeting, Government 
editor Pamela Lill was �itting in 
Student Speaker Joe O'Mera's  office 
and had asked O'Mera to comment on 
what went on at the meeting. 
Lill said several senators, including 
. Regan, began crowding into the office, 
at which time O'Mera suggested she 
talk to Regan. 
"I went down to see if  he (O'Mera) 
wanted to make a comment on all of 
the proper channels that weren't  
followed, "  Lill said Wednesday. 
"I don't  know if I was writing at the 
time, but he (Regan) just grabbed (the 
pen) . I said, 'Excuse me, may I please 
have my pen back, '  and then he did 
give it back to me. "  
Regan said Wednesday that h e  "was 
just playing around" when he took the 
pen out of Lill's hand. 
" I  was not trying to get her upset , ' '  
Regan said . "I was not trying to keep 
her from writing anything down , but I 
think she got a little upset about it . ' '  
Regan said that when O' Mera 
suggested to Lill that she get additional 
comments from him, Lill said she did 
not need to talk to Regan. 
"I was more than willing to talk to 
this girl and she blew me off," Regan 
said, adding that he quipped, "Fine, if 
you don't want to quote me, then 
don't. " 
Regan said he was disturbed that Lill 
did not want to ask him any follow-up 
questions , even though he brought up 
the fact that money had been allocated 
for the ad and "no one knew about it . 
" It was pretty heated. But I didn 't  
want it to be a scandal sheet afterward. 
I don't  want it to come out Thursday 
like I was trying to hang my fellow 
senators, "  Regan said . 
" I  think I could've given her some 
statements that would've enlightened 
her article immensely , "  he said . 
" I 've always been very willing to 
talk with people from the News," 
Regan added. 
O'Mera said he saw Regan take the 
pen out of Lill ' s  hand, but also said it 
was a joke. 
He said when Regan came into his 
office and he suggested that Lill talk to 
him, he then said "something like, 
'quotes, quotes."' However, O'Mera 
said he could not remember exactly 
what he said, and called the incident 
"trivial. "  
"It was a joke, " O'Mera said. 
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While the proposal to bring a mass transit 
system to Charleston might appear 
beneficial �t "-first glance, the City Council 
needs to take a closer look. 
The Council would do more harm than 
good by accepting the proposal presented 
to them by the Illinois Department of it Transportation. 
Editorial The proposal would allow Charleston to 
apply for � grant that would pay for the 
operating costs of the transit system. 
However, only 50 percent of the funding 
ould come from the state through IDOT 
d the remaining funds would have to be 
raised by the city. 
With recent cries to tighten the city's belt 
and an unproven need for the service, su·ch 
an endeavor appears frivolous. 
After having considered several tax in­
creases, all of which have failed, un­
dertaking this project now hardly seems 
wise. 
If the city can't pay its bills now, the added 
expense of a transit system would only 
complicate matters. 
Further, a transit �ystem may take money 
away from Charleston. If the bus traveled to 
Mattoon, customers would be lured from 
Charleston businesses-especially ones on 
the square which need commerce the most. 
Proposals for a transit system in 
Charleston have been tried in the past and 
all have failed. 
Th e system now under consideration 
would be for the general publ ic but ac­
cording to an IDOT spokesman, tran­
sportation for the elderly and handicapped 
must be a priority . 
Charleston Area Senior Activities already 
has an exisitng bus for seniors; therefore an 
added system would be redundant. 
Since area seniors already have a bus 
service at their disposal, a major consumer 
of the service would be Eastern students. 
In a city the size of Charleston, the cost of 
paying for a bus ride would not be equal to 
that of the service. 
If the council decides to apply for the 
IDOT grant and invest their money to create 
the service, it might be wise for them to take 
the next bus out of town. 
Why worry about Philippines? 
With this year's Congressional elections already in 
sight, it's ironic that America's media has been 
focusing so much attention on the ballot boxes of 
another nation this week. 
I can almost hear the groans right now: "Oh, no. 
Not more garbage on the Philippines elections. Why 
is everyone so uptight about what's going on over 
there?" 
Well, yes, this is more garbage on the Philippines 
elections. I think it's important. So those of you who 
have not yet turned to the comics page will just have 
to bear with me while I babble on about an event 
which, believe it or not, just may have an impact on. 
your lives. 
How could it affect you? What we have over there 
is a little bunch of islands in the South Pacific that 
have, for two decades, been under the rule of so­
called "President" Ferdinand Marcos, an American 
ally. So what? 
Marcos was originally elected to the office, and to 
a second term. However, when the nation's con­
stitution said he could not run for a third term, ne 
imposed martial law so he could keep ruling. 
Now, that's probably not the best way to rule a 
democracy, but why do we care? That couldn't 
happen here. President Reagan may be able to get 
away with a lot of strange t�ings, but if he imposed 
martial law to stay in office, the people would begin 
to doubt his true-blue Americanism, the ACLU would 
start squawking and there would be all kinds of fuss 
about it. 
· 
Besides, Marcos finally agreed to hold an election , 
didn't he? True,  he drove his strongest opponent out 
of the country, let him back in and had him 
assassinated when he was two steps off the plane 
(scratch that-he was assassinated by some 
unknown gunman who, i n  turn, was immediately 
kil led by government troops, and Marcos had nothing 
to do with it. My mistake.). 
But he did submit to the election. And his new 
opponent, Corazon Aquino, widow of the 
aforementioned assassinee, is a reformer-that is, 
she believes there are better ways to run the country 
than by using brutal ity, corruption and political 
assassination . That kind of thinking could get her in a 
lot of trouble over there. 
So, do our leaders even care who wins the 
Phi l ippines election? They say they don't, mainly 
because they wouldn't want to openly support a kil ler 
l ike Marcos, yet they don't want to anger him and put 
our Phi l ippine mil itary bases in jeapordy. 
In real ity, it can be assumed that the Reagan 
letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the 
editor from any reader addressing issues relating to 
the campus commun ity. 
The name and telephone number of at least one 
author must be submitted with each letter to the 
editor. 
Only the first three names from letters containing 
Off the record: 
Kevin McDerm 
Administration would very much -like to see 
win . This is because Marcos has pushed his 
too hard, and they're starting to push back. In 
countries, that means revolution. And in an un 
place like the Phil ippines, revolution often 
communism. 
Why .am I tell ing you all this? Because you co 
a 19-year-old male who is registered for the 
and, with the way your grades are going, you 
not be in college much longer. 
So what? So, how would you l ike an all-e 
paid trip to the Philippines in a year or two, with 
Sam picking up the tab? 
You may get just that if "the friendly little 
pines" become "the nasty little commie islands 
have to be invaded." Why do you think the f 
The New York Times are splashing this elec · 
over the front page? Because they have 
better to do? 
Speculation aside, there is l ittle possib'" 
Aquino winning the election. It doesn't matter 
the people there hate Marcos and , presumably, 
voted overwhelmingly against h im. In an oppr 
government, there is no such thing as a free el 
But the people voted, anyway. They vot 
droves. They stood in l ines mi les long to vote. M 
count, about 100 of them died voting. 
They're trying to change their government 
peaceful ly. If they fail-and, with Marcos ar 
they will fai l-then the government wil l  be c 
violently. And the United States, with its see 
endless supply of 1 9-year-old males, could very 
be involved in that violence. 
That's how it affects you . But that doesn't 
anyth ing is going to change. 
Just as Marcos wil l  certainly win re-"el 
despite the wil l  of his people, American voters 
certainly stay away from the polls this year be 
they've got better things to do. Like shopping. 
sleeping. And, perhaps, wondering why so 
nations in the world have been able to succe 
follow our example of democracy. 
-Kevin McDermott is managing editor and a r 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
more than three authors will be publ ished 
further specified. 
Letters subm itted · without a name ( 
pseudonym) or without a telephone number or 
means of verifying authorships wil l  not be publ" 
Authorship of letters will be verified by tel 
or by means otherwise specified by the author. 
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ives cal ls for c ity cooperation on Water issue 
s note: The following is a letter from 
President Stanley Rives to the 
on City Council regarding the city's 
water rate hike. Copies of the five­
letter, which appears here in its entirety, 
hand-delivered to Mayor Murray Choate 
four city commissioners Tuesday. 




Charleston City Council Members: _ 
n Illinois University has been an im­
part of the City of Charleston for more 
years . There is a long history of 
t ion and support between the City and 
'versity. I very much hope that tradition 
ration and mutual support, which 
to us to be endangered by the current 
tion of proposed water rate i ncreases, 
tioue. In that spirit, I write this open 
you as members of the City Council to 
t fully the position of Eastern Illi11ois 
'ty on the issue of appropriate water rates 
University. I ask that you give your at­
to the information presented here prior 
action at the Council meeting of Feb. I 8 .  
ground Considerations 
the U niversity fully expects to pay its fair 
of any increases required to assure 
e water-sewer facilities for the City of 
on. The availability of an adequate 
·er system is  important to both the 
ty  and the citizens of Charleston, and 
nc i l  has ou r ful l  support in actions it 
essary to assure the future adequacy of 
m .  The sole issue is w hat is a fair share 
ion by the University, and that is the 
ress in this communication. 
, the University has made significant 
ions toward 'the City's water-sewer 
ond payment of its water-sewer bills. 
ly, in the five-year period between 1 969 
the U niversity contributed a total of 
.76 as follows:  
EIU Water Tower and Dump Valve 
.00 
I -Contribution t o  Water Treatment 
,558 . 54 
ontriblJti\)n to Water Mai n Ex., 
8,737 .89. 
-Contribution to Sewage Treatment 
,982.00 
-Contribution to Sewage Treatment 
,765 .45 
ontribution to Sewage Treatment 
,895 .88 
tributions over Five-Year Period : 
76. 
' ng these University contributions , the 
comments <ij'e appropriate: 
late 1 960s the City suffered from low 
ure. Fire insurance rates for City 
were increased significantly because of 
er pressure. At the City's request and 
modate construction of high-rise 
halls on the campus, the University 
existing EIU water tower at a cost to 
,379 and the University has p;ovided 
of that water tower since its con-
Construction of the new water storage 
ted in increased water pressure in the 
lines. A "dump valve" i nstalled i n  
enables E I U  t o  further increase the 
pressure, as needed, by dumping 
ns of water into the City's  water 
increased water pressure resulting 
tallation of t he University's water 
resulted in lower fire insurance rates 
and its residents over the past 1 5  
$682,939.76 was i n  the form of 
'butions by the University to the 
t lant, water main extension and 
sewage treatment plant-beyond its regular 
water-sewage bill. 
3. None of this contribution by the University 
has been considered in the consultant' s  January, 
1 986, Water and Sewer Rate Study. 
Third, the University is concerned with several 
aspects of the Water and Sewer Rate Study of 
Jan. 3, 1 986, as submitted by the Chicago 
consulting firm . Specifically : 
1 .  While we understand the time constraints all 
have been operating under, we regret that neither 
the consulting firm nor city representatives 
consulted the University in  the process of 
preparing the report . The University could and 
would have contributed information useful in  the 
preparation of th e  study. What resulted was a 
public proposal to i ncrease water rates by 42 . 7  
Eastern President Stanley R ives 
· percent (27.65 percent to be precise) of total 
gallonage pumped. "  Factors not considered by 
the Chicgo consultant report include ( 1 )  the 
significant capital contribution Eastern has made 
to improvements in the Charleston water-sewer 
system detailed earlier in this letter ; and (2) the 
fact that there is  less cost to supplying a single 
user than supplying the same amount to multiple 
users (e. g . ,  a single bill, fewer expenses for 
meters and for reading meters , fewer expenses 
for billing and accounting for a single bill rater 
than multiple bills,  and the fact that the 
University maintains i ts own water tower and 
distribution system .) 
What is the University's Fair Share? 
Our own independent analysis of the present 
Charleston Mayor M urray Choate 
percent for other users as compared with a 78  fai r  share of supplying water t o  Eastern excludes 
percent increase for Eastern Il linois University. . current -debt service because of the previous 
This·rprdPbsaf,Cunfor&h�tehi7 \ �as on' 't'he' table ' capital , improvements m�de by Eastern in 
prior to any consultation with the Univer�ity . support ,of the City,'s water-s_ewer system . An 
2. ·As noted•iibove, the Chicago consultirlg firm "s,.. ··' Eastern current "Fair share" contribution would 
report takes no cognizance of contributions by (not even considering volume discount) be 27 .65 
the  University to Charleston's water-sewer percent of operating expenses or $39 1 , 6 1 7  ( 1 985 
system beyond the payment of water bills. We operating expenses X 27 .65 percent = $39 1 ,61 7).  
have noted the specific contribution of In 1 985,  however, Eastern paid water bills 
$867 , 3 1 8 . 76 earlier in this letter. When totalling $424,344-$3 1 ,727 more than its fair 
representatives of the consulting firm were share not even considering a volume dis<;ount. 
Asked why they did not take fli1s · mto account The City is simply not subsidizing the University; 
they indicated they were unaware of it. the University is currently paying more than its 
3. The clear implication of the consultant 's  fair share for supply of  water. 
report is that Eastern is provided water by the The University, however, does feel it should 
City at less than its cost . This position is sup- share in the cost of new debt service created to 
ported in the report by adding the 1 985 raise the about $4 million in local funds to match 
$ 1 ,4 1 6,337 annual operating exi>ense plus the the more than $6 million in State funds under the 
$629,035 debt service or $2,045 ,372 total and Build Illinois Program to upgrade the water-
dividing it by the 560,863 billable units (billable sewer system of the community. As we hope you 
unit = 1 ,000 gallons) yielding an average cost per know , the University was active in support of the 
unit of $3.65 . The report then erroneously need for the Build I l linois funds to be allocated 
concludes that "the Univesity receives water and to the City of Charleston for th needed im-
sewer service at 75 percent of cost . "  What i s  provements i n  our water-sewer system . Our 
wrong with this approach is that it does not analysis of an acceptable share for the University 
recognize either economy of scale or captial under the proposed new rate structure-using the 
expenditure made by Eastern in support of consultant's  report data for 1 988 operating 
Charleston's water-sewer system . Concerning expenses-is a maximum of $3 .99 per 1 ,000 
economy of scale, it is obviously less expensive to gallons ($3 .07 for 1 988 operating expenses plus 
supply water to a large-volume user than to 92 cents for debt service = $3.99) . Please note 
supply the same amount of water to many that this gross analysis also does not include a 
smaller users . In fact, the Speer report itself discount for volume. The $3 .99 rate for EIU 
states: " Large users are accustomed to would mean an increase of 46.2  percent for 
discounted rates increased volume. We feel it i s  Eastern as  compared with a proposed increase of 
important to adhere to this structure. ' '  Further, 42. 7 percent for most other users. Our .analysis 
the report states : "The existing (Eastern) rate of contingency funds, interest income in the 
was established to compensate for the quantity wate_r and sewer fund, and interest to be earned / 
pumped to EIU . EIU accounts for roughly 30 on the construction fund indicates that it is 
· feasible to provide the $3.99 rate to the Unversity 
over the next 1 5 months without increasing the 
rates proposed for other users and still allow for 
the building of an adequate reserve. 
It will be extremely difficult for t he University 
to absorb the better than 46 percent increase 
which we consider our maximum acceptable 
share. The reason for this i s  that our FY87 ( 1 986-
97) budget has already been approved by the 
Board of Governors and the Board of Higher 
Education. It is not possible at this poin t  in  t ime 
for the University to seek additional funds for 
water rate increases in our FY87 budget . I would 
consider it  extremely difficult but not impossible 
for the University to  absorb a 46 percen t  increase 
i n  our rates for the remainder of FY86 and all  of 
FY87 . I do consider it impossible for the 
University to absorb the proposed i ncrease of 78 
percent for the remainder of FY86 and all  of 
FY87 . The first budget in  w hich t he U n iversity 
can seek additional State funds to pay increased 
water rates is our FY88 ( 1 987-88) budget, and we 
are in the process now of discussing that need 
with our Board of Governors staff. 
Where Do We Go From Here? 
Recognizing the real need and problem of the 
City of Charleston, I feel some compromise is 
called for on the part of both the City and the 
University. Mayor Choate has proposed a 
compromise which is not particularly favorable 
to the University .  As we best understand his 
proposal , i t  would establish a $4 .00 rate for t h e  
University over t h e  next 1 5  months-until July I ,  
1 987-and then move our rate to $4 . 86 >ts 
originally proposed for the University in the 
consultan t ' s  report .  From what has been detailed 
here, it is obvious t hat the proposed $4.86 rate 
for E I U  is far beyond the Universi ty's fai r 
contribut ion. The proposed compromise, 
however, does recognize the FY86 and FY87 
budget realities for the University and allows it 
time to seek additional funds in our FY88 
budget . This represents some "give and take" on 
the part of both the City and the University. 
While I obviously cannot embrace the proposed 
compromise (it leaves us with the problem of 
- budget reallocation to deal with a 46 percent in­
crease over the next 1 5  months), I will not ac­
tively oppose it because I know the City must 
have increased income to finance the needed 
improvements. On the other hand, I must ac­
tively oppose the Chicago consultant's proposal 
fo increase our water rates by 78 percent (to 
$4. 86) immediately. 
This letter is long only because of the im­
portance of the issue to both the University and 
the City. If we are-as we must-to continue the 
tradition of cooperation and mutual support 
between the City of Charleston and Eastern 
Il linois University, it is vital that we take 
whatever time i& necessary to understand each 
other's situations and needs. I asure you that the 
staff of Eastern and I stand ready to assist you in 
whatever way we can in addressing this or any 
other issue of mutual concern between the 
University and the City. If you require further 
information prior to your Feb. 18 decision, 
please feel free to call upon Verna Armstrong, 
Dan Thornburgh, or me. As always, we stand 
ready to work with you in ways which strengthen 
the long history of mutual cooperation and 
support between the City and the University. We 
must guard against rhetoric which pits the City 
against the University and vice-versa; such 
rhetoric is counterproductive and not in the best 
interests of either the City or the University. 
Thank you for your attention to this letter. 
Sincerely, 
Stanley G.  Rives 
President 
cc: 
Chris Bezruki (City Council Executive Assistant) 
Chancellor Thomas Layzell 
President's  Council 
Members, Board of Governors 
-------- -- -- - -------- ----------, Looking for a uriiq�e 
present? 
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Let Mom & Dad know 
what's happening at EIU 
send them a subscription to 
The Dally Eastern News 
Thursday, February 1 3 ,  1 986 
Wil l_· ____________ _ 
reports, the National Assembly, 
controlled by Marcos, will cast the only · 
binding vote count-likely to be in 
Marcos' favor. Although a vote count 
last Friday showed Marcos as leading 
by 53 to 47 percent, a citizen's  poll­
watching group showed Aquino as 
being in the lead by the same margin . 
The expected National Assembly 
decision has drawn criticism from 
several U . S .  election observers but 
mainly from Aquino, who has claimed 
victory. 
Aquino was quoted Wednesday by 
AP as saying, "I would wonder at the 
motives of a friend of democracy who 
chose to conspire with Mr.  Marcos to 
cheat the Filipino people of their 
liberation. ' '  
Marcos has declared himself the 
' 'probable winner. ' '  
One of the reasons for Marcos'  
decision to hold a free election is  
because " he believes he's  still 
popular, "  Calderon said . She said the 
delaying tactics only cast more 
shadows of doubt on an already 
dubious election . 
Political science instructor Abdul 
Lateef said one of the most important 
reasons for having the free elections 
was the American pressure put on him. 
Marcos has the military on his side, 
but Aquino carries with her the voice 
of the people , Lateef said . 
Even though Aquino has no ex­
perience in te�ms of administration,  
she is a "good speaker-a moderate. 
She has a commitment to democracy, "  
Lateef said. 
" l  think she can do the job ,  if she ' s  
given a reasonable chance," h e  said. 
Whatever the outcome, both sides 
will have justification for being 
skeptical of the election ' s  result. 
However, Lateef said the election of 
Marcos could " further polarize the 
two groups . 
"The spirit of compromise will take 
some time,"  Lateef said, although 
Marcos has been quoted as considering 
offering some type of position to · 
Aquino should he retain the 
presidency. 
Lateef said speculations about a 
potential civil war over the outcome of 
the election are "very possible . "  
Ordonez said a civil war over the 
elections is possible, but he hopes not, 
as his family and friends are still living 
in the country. 
Graduate student Elinor Gonzales 
agreed that a civil war is a definite 
possibility . 
"I was thinking that even before the 
elections took place, "  she said . 
However, Calderon said she is 
doubtful that the two sides will go to 
war over the election's outcome. 
"I don't  think the people have the 
guts now , "  she said . 
Gonzales, who also was in Manila 
until coming to Eastern in the fall of 
last year, said she saw first-hand the 
effects of the Marcos regime . 
Gonzales said she was there when 
Benigno Aquino, Marcos' leading 
opponent , was assassinated. Also , she 
saw many riots and other demon­
strations . 
" A  lot of people were killed . 
Military men j ust began shooting 
people off the street , ' '  she said. She 
added that some of her friends were 
hurt during demonstrations. 
Should Marcos remain in power, 
Gonzales said he will have to make 
some changes in the government 
because "the whole world is aware" of 
what is going on in the country. 
The heat is on. 
This summer may be your last chance to 
graduate from college \Vith a degree and an 
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTCs 
six-week Basic Camp now. See your 
· Professor of M i l itary Science for detai ls .  
But hurry. The t i 1ne is  short . 
The space i s  l imited . The heat is on. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Any questions , contact 
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
Eva Calderon El inor Gonzales 
He has a Class 1 limo service. She has a Class 2 drivers license. 
Together they' ll exceed the limits for fun in Beverly Hills. 
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TOMORROW 5:00 • 7:00 • 9:00 
STARTS FRIDA Y-MIDNITE SHOW! 
A l l  I D s  checked a t  door; Must b e  18  FRI/SAT MIDNITE! 
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urris speaks about ed ucat ion iRives asked to define his 
decision on 
1 · radio/TV use 
s for education 
day after Gov . James 
pson delivered his state of  the 
address ,  Illinois Comptroller 
d Burris spoke at Charleston 
School and charged that 
pson's  plans for education 
't sound. 
·s ,  the keynote speaker at 
y's teachers ' institute at 
asserted that Illinois will need 
back in its biggest budgets , 
employment or raise taxes . 
"ng it will be impossible for 
te to tackle unemployment 
a year , and maybe tougher to 
k, the state' s  highest-elected 
watchdog said the con­
ce will be limited revenues for 
ril, Burris said,  is the plan to 
e boosting funds for Il linois ' 
system. In the past 1 0  years,  
· , Illinois has built more 
than schools . 
· e that reflects decreasing 
ent in public schools , the 
ate Democrat said the cost of 
an inmate in a maximum 
prison has skyrocketed 
$5,000 to $ 1 5 ,000 each year 
975 . 
tudent can go to Eastern for 
a year and have some 
left over for spending 
," Burris jested . 
� · t wo fastest growing 
" he said , " are Child and 
Services . . .  and the state 's  
· on s  system.  . . and not 
on . "  
out t h e  "proper investment" 
MICHAEL SIT ARZ/ Photo editor 
State comptrol ler Roland Burris addresses Teacher institute at -
Charleston High School Tuesday. 
placed in the state 's  schoool system; 
Burris said Illinois can look forward 
to " serving Big Macs to Japanese 
engineers . "  
While education spending has 
burgeoned u nder Thompson ' s  
administrat ion i n  the last two years, 
Burris said the state will nut be able 
to keep up that higher rate. 
In funding education , Burris 
blasted the General Assembly and 
the state' s  lottery for creating " the 
biggest misconception" among 
Illinois taxpayers . Originally, the 
lottery was set up with promises of 
assist ing education, he said . 
" But that little statement got 
dropped in committee very con­
veniently , "  Burris said . 
When the lottery legislation was 
passed, the profits went straight into 
the general revenue fund , which in 
turn fed <;everal budgets. 
Burris said when this was made 
evident and received protest ,  the 
General Assembly passed a bill 
which only appeased the protestors . 
The lottery revenues now bypass 
the general revenue fund and go 
straight into the education budget , 
but he said the Assembly is now 
only appropriating enough from the 
general revenue fund to cover what 
the lottery doesn ' t .  
Getting the  assembly to ap­
propriate a larger overall education 
budget will be the only way the 
lottery will help the state ' s  schools : 
By CAM SIMPSON 
Staff writer 
The Faculty Senate will suggest to 
Eastern President Stanley Rives t hat he 
, should define "exactly what i s  meant 
by academic usage" of the Radio-TV 
Center in light of his decision to shift 
the center' s  control.  
The recommendation was just one of 
IO approved by the senate a t  its 
meeting Tuesday.  The suggestions now 
· will be submitted to Rives . 
The 1.0 recommendations were 
submitted to the senate by an ad hoc 
committee organized to study the 
c e n t e r ' s  r e c e n t l y  a n n o u n c e d  
realignment . 
The shift means control of the center 
will change from under the power of 
University Relations to Academic 
Affairs so that , in Rives' words, it can 
become "an academic laboratory for 
academic programs . ' '  
The realignment is scheduled to go 
into effect on July 1 ,  the date a new 
transmitter begins operating. 
· Although Rives is not required to act 
on any of the recommendations, he did 
ask the senate for input when he made 
the announncement concerning the 
change at their Jan . 2 1  meeting. 
" There ' s  a lot of big questions ," 
said senator J anet Norberg, a member 
of the committee. "We're concerned , 
I ' l l agree with that. Hopefully 
something will come out of it . "  
eing Burris '  nephew has its plusses -
Another key recommendation made 
by the senate dealt with funding of the 
center when it is being used by a faculty 
member for academics .  
The senate forsees a problem in 
where the needed funds will  come from 
once academic use of the center takes 
priority over commercial use. 
ough many do not know who 
e comptroller is or exactly 
does ,  being the nephew of 
omptroller Roland Burris is 
'thout its advantages for 
senior Steven Burris .  
bly ,  changes have come to 
life since his uncle 's  elec­
·marily the need to refrain 
diness that stereotypically 
ted with students . · 
ve to watch my actions + I 
stay out of trouble, "  said 
a finance major.  " It would 
n hard on him, embarrass 
the added attention, op­
'es that may aid in his quest 
e a  U.S .  senator have come 
the younger Burri s '  way. 
Not surprisingly , Burris con­
tributes to his uncle ' s  political 
campaigns by answering phones , 
handing out fliers and raising 
money locally . 
Aside from being known in 
political circles,  the younger Burris 
,is recognized by peers at Eastern as 
the comptroller' s  nephew. But, the 
limelight has proven both annoying 
and beneficial . 
" One time, in December, I was 
looking for a book at the library. 
When the librarian looked at my I D ,  
she said 'You look like a man I 
know. Are you related to Roland 
Burris? '  I said, 'Yes, he' s  my uncle . '  
I think it helped me get the book 
quicker, "  Burris said . 
Mon .-Sa t .  
1 1 -2 SIRLOIN 
STOCKADE 
ea k-n -M ush ro o m s  
h i c ken - fry Stea k 
80 1 W .  L i n c o l n  
3 4 5 -3 1 1 7 
o pe n  Da i l y t I -9 
At his  fraternity, Alpha Phi  
Alpha,  Bu­
rris said he 
occasionally 
is asked for 
favors that 
perhaps his 
u n c l e ,  a n  
Alpha Phi 
Alpha alu­
mnus,  could 
provide. 
" S i n c e  
we're in the 
same frate­
rnity, lots of 
people ask 
me if he can 
Steve Burris 
get them a job,  or if I can get him to 
come here to speak, "  Burris said . 
In the past , a large chunk of the 
center 's  financial needs were taken care 
of through commercial use of the 
center in University Relations . 
The senate said funding for the 
center should not be "at the expense" 
of existing academic programs . 
"There are several items that need to 
be addressed (by Rives) very 
specificly, ' '  said Jayne Ozier, senate 
chair . 
Other recommendations include 
requests by the seriate that the roles of 
station manager and program director 
be "clarified" since the change brings 
about new responsibilities for both . 
Rives said Wednesday that he could 
not comment on the recommendations 
until he has time to review and discuss 
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CAA eyes attendance policy 
By BILL DENNIS 
Staff writer 
A new university-wide attendance policy will be 
presented to the Council on Academic Affairs at its 
Thursday meeting. 
_ The CAA will meet at 2 p.m.  in the Union addition 
Arcola-Tuscola Room. 
The council will vote on whether or not to place the 
attendance policy on its agenda for possible ap­
proval,  said Sue Stoner, CAA chairman . 
The policy will be presented by Sam Taber, dean of 
student academic sevices, who declined to comment 
on the policy when contacted Wednesday. 
" I  don't want to comment before the council has 
an opportunity to look at it (the policy) , "  Taber said . 
Also , he said the " wording (of the policy) is very 
precise" and he did not have a copy available when 
he was contacted at his home. 
Stoner also declined to comment on the policy. 
In other business, the council will also vote on 
whether or not to put course and curriculum changes 
in the j ournalism, elementary education and special 
education departments on the CAA agenda for 
possible approval . 
The j ournalism department . hopes to change 
Journalism 3 1 00, News Editing, a three-hour course, 
into three different two-hour courses , said David 
Reed1 journalism department chairman . 
HEY 
AL! I 
Rocky I Horror 
Isn't ready 
for you . 
The new plan will also give j ournalism students the 
chance to take their first editing course earlier in their 
college careers , Reed said . The prerequisite for the 
new Journalism 3002 would be Journalism 2 1 0 1 , 
Newswriting I .  The prerequisite for the current 
Journalism 3 1 00 is J-0urnalism 2 1 02, Newswriting I I .  
Also, three new education courses will be 
presented to the CAA. 
Charles Joley, dean of the college of education, 
said a course in j unior high school education 
methods will be proposed for the elementary high 
school curriculum. 
Two new courses in the · special education 
curriculum will also be presented to the CAA, Joley 
said.  The changes are due to a move to ' ' cross 
categorize" special education, he said . 
· 
· 1 ne department is currently undergoing a revision 
to prepare its students for specialization in "two or 
three" areas of special education, Joley said.  
In addition, Stoner said the CAA will vote to 
approve Vice President for Academic Affairs Edgar 
Schick 's  nomination of two faculty members for the 
Honors Council . Stoner declined to release the names 
of the faculty members Schick will nominate .  
The Honors Council i s  responsible for the honors 
program and decides which courses are included in 
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Appli ance t· 
claims car 
An electrical appliance left unat 
Douglas Hall basement room Tues 
in a small fire, two residence hall offi 
A hot pot overheated in a room at 
p . m .  and burned part of a carpet , a 
and a magazine, said Kevin Cann 
assistant residence hall director . 
However, no university pro 
damaged, Cannon said . 
Residence hall rules state that stu 
not to do any cooking in the rooms: 
Squire, assistant residence hall directo 
Residents of the room will receive 
on fire safety and a possible fine, Squ' 
Squire refused to give the nam 
room's  residents . 
When the fire alarm was sou 
residents in the building left the 
However, residents randomly questi 
they were not bothered by the fire. 
On the back of residence hall r 
there is a map that directs students w 
in case of a fire. 
750 ML , : " 
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Cat ho I ics receive ashes to 
celebrate Lenten season 
th grade classes from Teutopolis Junior High School complete 
ch for their term papers. Approximately 85 students used the 
ces in  the periodicals room of Booth Library on Tuesday . 
By LARRY PETERSON 
Staff writer 
Repentance and renewal were key 
thoughts on the minds of Catholics on 
Wednesday as more than 1 , 800 
celebrated the beginning of the 
Catholic season of Lent . 
Those who received ashes were 
mainly students who had endured brief 
waits during three separate masses held 
in the Union's  Grand Ballroom . 
" (Lent is) a season to remember 
Jesus'  40 days of fasting before his 
baptism and the beginning of his 
ministry , "  said the Rev . Dean Probst 
of the Catholic Newman Center, who 
officiated all three masses . 
" It is a time of spiritual renewal and 
a reminder of Jesus' . death and 
resurrection," he said . 
The ashes of Ash Wednesday serve 
as "a reminder that we are dust and to 
dust we shall return-to be mindful of 
our creator and to believe in our im­
mortal God , "  added Probst . 
The meaning of Ash Wednesday and 
Lent differed slightly among Catholics 
attendi ng mass ,  but all seemed to agree 
that it is  a time for self-examination 
and rejuvenation . 
" Lent is a time for me to look at 
myself and find areas where · I ca n do 
better , "  said senior Doug Bentle . 
Junior Julie Highland said, " I t ' s  a 
time to renew ourselves and also a t i me 
to re-evaluate our faith . "  
Sophomore Mark Younger agreed 
with Highland' s  sentiment by saying, 
" Len.t is a time to renew our faith and 
remind us what Christ went through 
for us . ' '  
Freshman Liz Soule found Lent to 
be a t ime "of repentence and getting 
closer .to God ." 
ing ,Board considers Foundation House petition 
again ,  the use of 1 548 S .  
St . will be looked over by 
n's Zoning Board . 
rd will hold a public hearing 
to consider a petit ion for the 
dation to use the same house 
Eastern organization was 
ay from . 
une, the same house was 
variance for the Sigma Tau 
raternity , which was looking 
their home . .;•v J , 
ost two . fu:furs,of deba 
neighbors of the would-be 
fraternity house and Sig Tau members , When asked for comment Wed-
the zoning board voted unanimously to nesday on the house's newest possible 
keep the house strictly residential . use, Barrett declined to comment. 
While two other Greek houses lie up The Zoning Board will look again at 
the street-Lambda Chi Alpha, 1532 the house's  use  at 7 p.m.  Thursday in 
S.  Fourth St . ,  and Delta Zeta, 1 528 S.  the city council chambers-this time 
Fourth St .-those two homes were for the EIU Foundation . 
grandfathered into the zoning or- The Foundation petition will seek a 
dinances when the laws were written in · . conditional use petition so that it can 
1969. move its offices from Old Main to the 
At the June hearing, neighbors house at 1 548 S. Fourth St. 
complained about possible party, Building Inspector Jeff Finley said 
parking and water pressure problems .,.._, _tl!e area where lh� fouQdation wants to B1lt·Sf5o'):au adwi°MF �etf ;it!SU!d...; -�te to is an R-3 zone for " limited 
there , woujdi..bci " flowers growing on multi-family" zone. 
that fro ht yard and not beer cans . ' '  Finley said some areas are not 
Ca rma n Ha l l  wou ld l ike to tha nk the 
wing Businesses for donating door prizes 
to the Fi lm Festiva l .  It was a big success! 
allowed to be  used for any other use 
aside residential purposes, except in 
cases where there is a conditional use 
petition. 
' 'A conditional use petition can be 
granted under certain conditions. The 
site must be used for educational 
purposes and must be tied in with the 
university ,"  Finley said . 
Zoning Board member Jim Wood 
said of t he probable vote on the 
permit, " It ' s  too soon to say whether 
or not I 'll support it .  I won't know 
until I get there and examine the issue 
thoroughly-I want to .be -fair about 
this . "  
White Hen Pantry 
Lawyer & R ichie Florist 
Long John Si lvers 
Marty's 
McDonald's 
M.erle Norman Cosmetics 
Mister Music 
Monical 's P izza 
Mother's 
The Nail Salon 
Needle Nook 
Noble's Flower Shop 
Pad and Penci l  
Pages Plus 
Pizza Hut 
Radio Shack- Mattoon 
Reggie's 
Ruthie's 
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so l ike to tha nk the fol lowing people 
t ing ma ny hou rs of hard work. 
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Speaker outl ines blacks '  ed ucat ional  nee 
By DEBBIE PIPPITT 
Assistant activities editor 
Looking at a child's  needs, especially 
a black child's ,  and recognizing 
successes, not failures, was the main 
emphasis of a speech by William 
Thomas , superintendent of Car­
bondale's  elementary school district . 
The speech, titled "Education and 
the Black Child in the 1 990s" tied in 
with the Black History Month theme, 
"Education and Community. "  
Thomas, speaking to a group of 
about 50 people, said teachers should 
be more willing to work with children 
and help them succeed . 
Thomas added that blacks are over­
represented in special education 
programs and under-represented in 
gifted children programs . 
Thomas said teachers need to have 
higher expectations for all students , 
especially black students,  who teachers 
often have lower expectations for . 
Thomas said students want to learn, 
and "success breeds success. " 
"The more success you give them, 
the more they bring back to you , "  
Thomas said . 
As a result, he said, "there would be 
fewer students in special education," 
and the school system, as a whole, 
could then "work out of remedial 
(classes) . "  
The state i s  considering having 
teachers working with 3 to 5 -year-olds 
who . are . "at risk" of having 
deficiencies in speech, motor or 
reading skills . 
Thomas said it is a step in the right 
direction. 
"We must put more emphasis on 
developing people" and looking for 
their successes , Thomas said . 
Thomas added it is not a black 
and white issue, but of  " people being 
wasted . "  
' 'The. American dream i s  ours i f  we 
refuse to accept the American 
nightmare . ' '  
The 2 3  million functionally illiterate 
adults in the United States today is the 
nightmare, and these people are 
depressed and deprived of making 
decisions about their lives, he said, 
· adding that the problem is a "rolled 
finger theory . ' '  
Society blames colleges and 
universities for not producing " better 
products ." Colleges in turn, blame the 
high schools , high schools blame the 
elementary schools ,  elementary schools 
blame the parents , and parents turn 
back to society , Thomas said . 
" Nobody accepts responsibility, "  he 
said.  
"Anything worth gaining, you'll 
have to work for it, " he added . 
COUPON 
· OPEN 4 p.m. ON E 1 4 inch Pizza 
$1 .00 off 
expires March 3 1 ,  1 986 
Free 
Deliverv I 
Adducci's Pizza & Italian Restaurant 




Roses $35 .doz . wrapped 
(cash-n-carry ONLY) 
For all your other Valentine's Day 
needs call us first! 
Plus Fiesta Hour 
Mon- Thurs 5- 7 
DRAFT BEER 75¢ 
Free hors d' oeuvres 










Thomas also emphasized the im­
portance of blacks "to take the 
initiative to see their children are 
educated . "  
This can b e  done b y  having books in 
the home, which "equal learning, "  
Thomas said . 
" School is not the only place for 
learning" and learning takes place in 
many different places, Thomas said . 
Educators are aware of a multitude 
of student needs , but are not always 
sensitive to those needs ,  he said, ad� 
ding that "that is not an excuse for 
educators . "  
"The credibility of public schools is 
in j eopardy, "  and we should be aware 
()f_ that, Thomas said . 
����Ch am�� 
University Village Shoe Store . 
STORE HOU 
1 0-5 : 30 M-F 
1 0-5 : 00 s 
Step right in and 
Shoot us a deal on any 
pair of shoes of your choic 
* Any reasonable 
offer accepted ! 
Offer good 
for a l imited 
time only. 
So hurry 
in  Today! ! 
Extended hou'rs T h u rsday 
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Home rule expert : Stat us 
won 't mean excessive tax 
By LARRY SMITH 
Staff writer 
A home rule specialist spoke 
Tuesday to a small crowd at the 
Charleston Motor Inn, saying few 
cities with the provision have looked to 
raise many taxes . 
referendums . 
S i x t y - s e v e n  c o m m u n i t i e s  
automatically had home rule and an 
additional 64 had referendums-of 
which four had it and abandoned 
it-Banovetz said . 
He said communities with home rule 
have been of varied sizes , from 
Chicago to Muddy with its population 
of 8 8 .  
astern students enjoy Wednesday's day off b y  playing hockey o n  
pond ,  despite t h e  bitter cold weather. 
" Home rule has no limitations on 
taxes that can be levied , but very few 
communities have levied many taxes , ' '  
guest speaker James Banovetz said at 
the informational meeting on home 
rule sponsored by the League of 
Women Voters . 
Banovetz, a political science in­
structor from Northern I l l inois 
University in home-ruie DeXalb, spoke 
before a crowd of about 70 at the 
meeting . 
As an example of how home rule 
might aid a university town, Banovetz 
told of how DeKalb used home rule to 
alleviate student-landlord problems . 
The city government created a 
landlord-tenant council to ar.bitrate 
and mediate disputes . The council also 
says what rights a tenant or landlord 
can have . nty g ives green l ig ht 
5 percent sales tax 
" Home rule i s  designed t o  help cities 
develop responses to particular and 
peculiar situations without them 
having to go to the General Assembly 
to do it , "  Banovetz said . 
" The system has worked , "  Banovetz 
said , adding that "without home rule 
DeKalb could not have done that . ' '  
When asked i f  under home rule 
Charleston 's  city council could levy 
sales taxes toward Eastern, Banovetz 
said no.  �l. 0 .. 25 percent tax on 
,rron-medical sales that 
t July 1 throughout the 
approved Tuesday by the 
Board . 
Board voted in the sales 
by a 7-4 vote after board 
glas Bonewitz charged 
d might not have looked 
for places in its budget to 
vied the tax . 
vote of the full board at 
nthly meeting Tuesday 
tax had passed through 
finance committee 
compared the board' s  
a family budget which 
ighten its belt before 
e. He added that if  the 
ved, " I  think it ' s time 
've dropped the ball . "  
r Eli Sidwell refuted 
rges before the vote, 
e county could not cut 
, Sidwell argued that 
rvices which the county 
mandated by the state, 
granted the opportunity 
ies to impose the 0.25 
mandates , he said,  the 
nty recording , sheriff, 
d others with minimum 
said other salaries for 
of financial aid will 
ced by those Eastern 
led to pick up aid 
ay and Friday . 
d campus-based aid 
icked up Thursday and 
nion Grand Ballroom 
3 :30 p .m. ,  said John 
s financial aid director. 
lie awareness of the 
ent to education, 
es R.  Thompson has 
ebruary 1 0- 1 4  as 
areness Week . 
conjunction with the 
olarship Commission, 
this week to show the 
and commitment to 
n and financial aid 
activities are planned 
's Financial Aid 
aid checks are being 
· g Thursday. 
county staff members are low com­
pared to other civil service positions at 
Eastern and "even in the private 
sector: It becomes a question : Can you 
eliminate j obs? " 
"The courthouse and the jail must 
be maintained . . .  When you study all 
the alternatives at this point in time , 
that seems like the most logical thing to 
do , "  Sidwell said . " Believe me, i t ' s  an 
unpopular thing to do . "  
Sidwell said the county will lose 
$300,000 in federal revenue sharing 
and $400,000 in interest income. The 
loss of interest income came as a result 
of a class action decision by the State 
Supreme Court which forces county 
governments to return interest earned 
on taxes collected by the county for 
smaller governmental bodies within its 
boundaries . 
That decision prompted the General 
Assembly to grant the counties per­
mission to levy the Yi percent sales tax 
if each acted before April 2 .  
Sidwell , also the owner o f  Eli 
Sidwell Real Estate, said the options 
were to either pass the sales tax or hike 
. county property tax rates . 
" I ' m  opposed in basic principle to 
raising property taxes, "  he said.  
' ' There are people living on fixed 
incomes trying to hold on to the their 
homes . "  
C u r r e n t l y , C h a r l es t o n ' s  C i t y  
Council i s  hoping t o  gain the home­
rule status by voter referendum on 
March 4. With it, the commissioners 
have hinted that they will pursue sales 
taxes to avoid a proj ected deficit . · 
Banovetz said an example of non­
h o m e - r u  le  c o m m u n i t i e s  having  
problems was in 1 968 when most 
crossing guards in Illinois were illegal. 
State laws said that it was alright for 
local communities to employ full-time 
police officers and that it was alright 
for them to employ part-time police 
officers , Banovetz said . But no where 
in the laws did it say that they could 
employ both at the same time. 
Sinl:e crossing guards were part-time 
on staffs with full-time officers they 
were considered illegal . The cities then 
had to go to Springfield to have the law 
changed . 
"When your city council says they ' d  
like t o  help but can' t ,  it ' s  probably true 
because the laws are ridged, ' '  Banovetz 
said . 
Until a new constitution was 
adopted in 1 97 1 ,  Illinois had no home 
rule legislation, Banovetz said.  With 
the home rule legislation, communities 
with populations over 25,000 were 
automatically home rule . Communities 
under 25,000 have to get it by voter 
Since Eastern is a state univer­
sity-and therefore part of the 
state-the city can' t  levy taxes against 
the state , Banovetz said . 
Banovetz said home rule affords the 
city flexibility in what types of 
financing it can use for city projects . 
" Home rule can vary the procedures 
for borrowing money thereby saving 
the city money. " 
Adopting home rule does n ' t 
necesarily mean that taxes will go up,  
Banovetz said . 
He went on to say that only 5 1  
percent had made any use of  their 
taxing powers and most had only levied 
one tax . Residents of Villa Park , a 
suburb of Chicago , voted to abandon 
home rule because they thought taxes 
were going to increase because of the 
status .  But taxes increased because of 
their abandonment of  home rule, 
Banovetz said . 
The city had to give up alternative 
ways of financing because they didn't  
have home rule and that caused them 
to raise property taxes, Banovetz said . 
Banovetz said very few communities 
have used their home rule taxing 
powers , and those who have have used 
them conservatively . 
VALENTINE 'S DA Y ROSES ,� 
AL WAYS YOUR BEST BUY IN TOWN 1� .< 
1 YOUR PURCHASE MAY WIN YOU A TRIP !: 
TO FLORIDA OVER SPRING BREAK '.� 
THE Greenhouse 1514 1/i 10th St. 345�1057 10 
r�PhiSi9�i9���! 
I .� · 
1 would like toCongratulate its special initiate .� 
Ann Wehrmeyer 
Love , your sisters 1 
� � � � � � ��'-9 � �*" . 
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Highlighting achievemen� 
Exh ibit features great black women of p 
By MICHELLE MUELLER 
Activities editor 
An exhibit recognizing black women 
and their achievements is on display 
through the end of February inside the 
north entrance of Booth Library . 
The exhibit ,  in observance of Black 
History Month, is sponsored by 
Eastern ' s  Afro-American Studies 
program . 
" It ' s  a Smithsonian exhibit. Afro­
American Studies purchased it when it 
was first advertised, "  said Johnetta 
Jones, director of the program. 
Jones said the exhibit is a common 
one used "all over the country, "  
especially during Black History 
Month . 
The exhibit features dozens of black 
women who have made contributions 
not only to blacks but to everyone. 
Rosa Park�.  wtio was arrested for 
refusing to give up her bus seat to a 
white man , is featured on one panel of 
V110UIK PRINT 
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On another panel is Madame C . J .  
Walker, who made a fortune i n  the 
black cosmetics and hair care business 
in the 1 920s . 
Opera singer Marion Anderson, who 
the Daughters of the American 
Revolution refused to let sing in 
Constitution Hall in the 1 940s , is also 
on a panel . 
·Jones said as a result of the incident 
with Anderson, Eleanor Roosevelt 
resigned from the DAR and arranged 
for Anderson to perform in front of 
the Lincoln Memorial . 
The exhibit includes 1 9  panels , with 
categories such as art, literature, 
bus iness , j ournal ism , rel ig i o n ,  
education and the civil rights 
movement. 
Each panel also lists other women 
who made important contributions in 
that area, Jones said . 
RENEE SMITH/ 
An exhibit that features dozens of black women who have made 
to society is featured inside the north entrance of Booth Library . 
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N EW and IMPROVED 
Friday/Sunday Campus Bus Service 
to Ch icago , O'Hare & Suburbs 
• Fou r  New Stops 
Chicago Ridge Mall is conveniently located near many southwest suburbs. 
. 
:; . ' 
' I  
O'Hare Ajcport buses connect with many evening nights which serve hundreds of cities. 
Wood!ield Mall provides excellent access to the northwest suburbs. 
Oakbrook Mall is located in the heart of the western suburbs. 
* Lower Fares 
All of our fares have been reduced, so you'll have some money left to spend when you 
get wherever you're going. · 
Sched ule  
Friday S u nday 
I 
Schedule N umber 1 04 1 02 1 08 Schedule Number 1 05 1 03 
dn Charleston 2:10 - 2:1 0 nm 2 : 1 0 om do Northbrook Court 4:55 om 
ar Armorv 3: 1 5 om 3:1 5 om 3: 1 5 pm do Old Orchard 5: 1 5 pm 
do Armorv 3:20 nm 3:30 om 3:30 Dill do Woodfield M all 5: 1 0  om 
dn ISR 3:30 nm 3:40 om 3:40 pm do O'Hare Airoort 
ar Lincoln M all 5:40 pm . do Chicaao Union Station 5:55 pm 
ar Chicano Ridae Mall 6:20 nm do Oakbrook Mall 5:50 om 
ar Oakbrook Mall 6: 1 5 nm do Chicano Ri� Mall 
ar Chicano Union Station 6:20 pm do Lincoln M all 
ar O'Hare Airoort 6:55 pm ar ISR 8:30 om 8:30 om 
ar Woodfield Mall 6:50 nm ar Armorv 8:40 pm 8:40 om 
ar Old Orchard Mall 6 :55 pm do Armorv 8:50 pm 8:50 om 
ar Northbrook Court 7 : 1 5 cm ar Charleston 9:55 pm  9:55 om 
Fa res 
1 09 







From Charleston to : 
Champaign (Armory) 















From Charleston to: 
Old Orchard Mall 
Northbrook Court 
Chicago Ridge MaR 
O'Hare Airport 
One-Way 
$ 1 9.95 . 
$ 1 9 .95 
$ 1 9.95 
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ens stop violators 
oles' used in crackdown on liquor sales 
GO (AP)-Some teen-agers in a 
tommunity are buying booze under the 
ch o(..plainclothes police officers, but 
getting busted. They're "moles" in a 
on liquor sales to minors . 
late 1960's, police in the western 
wners Grove have hired teen-agers to 
· uor in restaurants , taverns and liquor 
effort to root out establishments 
ors. 
itrolled-buy" progaram is intended to 
underage drinking and encourage 
and liquor-store clerks to check 
• entification, Deputy Chief Norbert 
a telephone interview Wednesday. 
e liquor-license holders, and 
representing them, contend such a 
attempt to set up honest merchants 
law. 
twice a month, teens-talied by 
officers-try to buy liquor at about 
ents . Typically, one or two places 
teens, Zajac said. 
younsters between ages 1 5  and 1 7  to 
ys, but Zajac wouldn't say how 
ed or what they're paid. 
great amount of money," he said. 
good kids. They're youngsters who 
, public-spirited types. Some have 
d law enforcement." 
finding t ns to volunteer for the 
'd, and police protect their iden-
s find out they're working for the 
ter what the youngster is doing, 
narcs or spies,'' he said. 
to hire teens who look their 
ages, Zajac said. "We don't dress them up to look; 
older than they are," he said. 
"They wear jeans, sneakers, the same clothes 
they would wear to school. Some have gone so far 
as to wear their high-school jackets. ' '  
Using teens to catch liquor-code violators is a 
"very poor way of enforcement.' ' said Mort 
Siegel, attorney for the Illinois Liquor Stores 
Association, which represents about 1 ,000 stores. 
. "The proper function of · law enforcment is to 
prevent violations, not to participate in bringing 
them about,' '  Siegel said. 
Siegel said he knows of similar programs in 
other cities but wouldn't identify them. 
Bartenders or clerks in Downers Grove who sell 
liquor to the police department's teen employees 
are charged with violating the local liquor code 
but are not arrested on criminal charges, Zajac 
said. · 
A liquor commission holds a hearing, and the 
mayor decides penalties, usually a license 
suspension that can range from one to 30 days. 
Cases may be appealed to the state liquor eom­
mission.  
Anyone applying for a liquor license in 
Downers Grove is informed of the "controlled­
buy" program, said Mayor Betty Cheaver, who 
also is liquor commissioner. 
George Keeley, attorney for the Illinois Retail 
Liquor Association, said the group doesn't 
condone such programs. But he stopped short of 
calling them entrapment. 
"Entrapment is a very elusive animal. It 
depends on the motives involved,· the investigator, 
the person being tested," Keeley sa;d. 
"It's kind of like pornog:nq:�� 
when you see it.,. 
areas advance ouagets to AB 
ental budgets will be presented at the 
'onment Board meeting at 7 p . m .  
the Union addition Arcola-Tuscola 
and Recreation department and the 
t Board will present their budgets for 
year, Financial Vice President Ann 
" We will be determining the budgets for two of the 
six departments for next year, " Hasara said. 
The Sports and Recreation departmeat will be 
requesting a budget of $68,080 to be accumulated 
through student activity fees. 
Also to be possibly accumulated through student 
fees is the AB's request for a $25,950 budget. 
While AB is beginning the budgeting process , 
Hasara said she does not think there will be an in­
crease in the $ 1 3 .40 per semester student activity fee . 
discusses I l l inois conference 
Hall Association will discuss a state 
'ch 29 Eastern students will attend, at 
ing at 5 p .m.  Thursday in Carman 
ce, entitled Illinois Residence Hall 
ill be at the Illinois Institute of 
Chicago on F:eb . 28 and March 1 and 
- - - - - 4'r  
"We have a pretty good size delegation going , "  
RHA President Dave Ascolani said . 
Sessions which will be presented at the conference 
include how to be a better student, incorporate better 
study habits and leadership . 
"The sessions help to improve you'rself better as a 




By DOUGLAS BACKSTROM 
Senior reporter 
1 3 A 
Wandering aimlessly through your senior year in 
college as a general education major can be 
frustrating. However, discovering one's abilities and 
interests can help in finding a suitable career, a 
counselor said. 
Between 500-600 Eastern students, mostly 
freshmen, go to the Counseling Center each semester 
seeking help on a career choice, David Baird of t h'e 
Counseling Center said Tuesday night . 
Once those students take skills and ability surveys, 
read career literature and take a career exam, they 
leave with more of an idea of what to do for a major 
and have direction on a career after graduation, he 
said . 
Baird led five people in a career choice workshop 
in which they surveyed their abilities and received 
information such as j ob description, availability of 
the job and educational requirements . 
The most important decision students can "make 
is your career choice. Most of you will be working 30 
years in a job, profession or career, ' '  he said . 
People should not have to wake up every morning 
knowing that they will hate having to go into the 
office, he said. "And it is very difficult to go back to· 
school to learn new skills for a new job . '· '  
Students who want to find more information on 
certain careers can find that data in the Counseling 
Center library. 
In addition, students not sure on a job choice can 
pay $2.50 for a test at the Counseling Center that 
compares their interests and abilities to professionals 
in other fields .  
A more complicated test i s  available i n  Champaign 
and Chicago that costs between $50-$75, Baird said. 
Those who attended the workshop were asked 
what kind of things they have done in life, and what 
they most-liked or disliked in a job they've had. 
Baird also distributed a survey that asked people 
about their values. Members were asked to rank 
about 1 5  items from one to 10. 
The items included questioned members what was 
important to them: improving social conditions, 
making money, helping others, having economic 
security, being able to make decisions, competing in 
challenges, receiving public acclaim or having 
physical activity. 
Next, audience members were asked to narrow that 
number down to seven, and then to three, which 
forced people to realize' what their values really are, 
Baird said . 
At the conclusion of the workshop, Baird 
presented information on several occupations 
through the use of a computer. 
Students can go to the Counseling Center and by 
using this computer, can receive information on 
almost any occupation that interests them; Students 
wanting to use the computer need to make an ap­
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Group looks . 
for degree 
candidates 
By DONELLE PARDEE 
Staff writer 
Honorary degree nominations from 
faculty and students for 1 987 are now 
being accepted . 
Johnetta Jones , Honorary Degree 
_ Committee chairman, said anyone who 
"has achieved a record of major 
distinction at the state or national 
level . "  
The areas o f  distinction are 
"education, public service, research, . 
h u m anit ies , bus iness  or the 
professions. ' '  
University Rela.tions Director Dan 
Thornburgh said the criteria for what 
is major distinction "is determined by 
the committee. 
"There really is no definition. It' s : 
the judgment of the committee. ' '  , '. 
Jones said , "The committee goes 
with the guidelines set by Eastern. ' '  J 
Committee members look at "the 'I 
overall career of the nominee, quality 
work done and longevity , "  Jones : 
added . "We are very concerned that i 
we pick quality in a chosen field . "  ' 
The main criteria is "valuable ' 
contributions" to an area. 
The forms for the nominations and 
supporting materials must be returned 
to J ones'  office, Sociology Depart­




By MIKE HELENTHAL 
Staff Writer 
.Baroque music played on baroque­
period instruments will be presented by 
Eastern' s  music department at 7 : 3(} 
p . m .  Thursday in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall . 
The recital will feature Elaine Fine 
playing the flute. Accompanying Fine 
will be mus_ic instructor Gary Zwicky 
on the harpsichord, cellist Gretchen 
Tracy and violinist Kathreen Ryan . 
Fine is a graduate of the Juillard 
School of Music, and Tracy, a local 
cellist , received her master's · degree 
from Eastern . Ryan is working toward 
a degree from the University of Illinois · 
and is a . member of the Springfield 
Symphony , Fine said . 
" Since the music written in the 
baroque period was written to be 
performed in a small space , we will be 
changing t he hall around" to ac- · 
commodate the different style music, 
Fine said . 
Fine will play an authentic 1 8th 
century flute which has no keys and is 
made of wood . 
" I t 's not a conventional in­
strument , "  Fine said . " I t  is  a cnpy put 
together from a kit acquired in San 
Francisco . ' '  
Fine said Ryan will use a baroque­
period bow. 
The harpsichord, which will be 
played by Zwicky, was decorated in 
baroque style by art instructor Milburn 
Smith. 
The recital will feature pieces from 
such 1 8th century composers as Bach, 
Sammartini; Mozart and Hottetere, 
Fine said . 
The recital is free and open to the 
public . 
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ury awards $2 . 57 m i l l ion · cuomo's stop in 
Springfield wins 
hearts· of Demos 
acher wins fight against cronyism for student athletes 
NTA (AP)-A federal court j ury Developmental Studies program and her later 
day awarded $2. 5 7  million in back pay dismissal as an instructor were in retaliation for 
ages to Jan Kemp, a formefr English her protests against preferential treatment of 
or at the University of Georgia who said . athletes.  
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-New York Gov . Mario 
Cuomo, mentioned as a possible 1'988 Democratic 
presidential candidate , drew rave political reviews 
Wednesday from Illinois Democrats as he prepared 
for what was billed as a non-political speech at a 
Lincoln Day dinner . 
fired for speaking out against academic But the trial became a forum on the way student 
• m for student athletes. athletes were admitted, graded and promoted at 
six-member U . S .  District Court j ury found the school . 
o Georgia officials-Vice President for According to testimony, the university's ad­
ic Affairs Virginia Trotter and mission standards were lowered for revenue-
mental Studies Director Leroy Er- producing athletes,  some athletes were promoted 
" He has a sense of direction and purpose and 
executive skill that would do very well in the White 
House , ' '  said U . S .  Sen . Paul Simon, D-Ill . 
· lated Kemp' s  right to free speech by from the remedial program even if they were not 
and firing her. · meeting grade requirements ,  some were offered 
is primarily a victory for academic in- individual instruction, and some were given more 
Simon said Cuomo is "clearly one of the · few 
people who · will be considered by the Democratic 
party for President" in 1 988,  but added that he 
doesn't see a clear-cut front-runner. 
" said Kemp, who said the award went than the usual four quarters . to get through the 
my wildest dreams . "  . remedial program. 
testified that her reason for filing the suit University o fficials  maintained that 
"clean up academic corruption" at  the preferentrial treatment was available to any 
and that she would be happy if she won remedial student who needed it, but that athletes " I  think the person who really leads at this point is 
'don't know , ' "  Simon said before Cuomo's  speech 
to the Abraham Lincoln Association' s  annual 
Lincoln Day dinner. 
had the greatest needs. 
central question was whether Kemp's State Attorney General .Michael Bowers said he 
n from English coordinator in the had not decided whether to appeal . 
Calvin Sutker, state Democratic chairman, 
compared Cuomo' s  charisma to that of John F .  
Kennedy and Adlai Stevenson, Jr.  io------------------· from page 1 
rate increases . have been consulted and the contributions should 
'd the university has contributed 
for capital projects in the period from 
have been taken into consideration. 
While the university and the city do not agree on 
the effects of the contributions and large volume 
discounts, more proposals may be brought before the 
council at its Tuesday meeting. 
"I felt there was the same kind of electricity in the 
air , "  Sutker said . " He.' s  a scholar and a thinker who 
appeals to people's  reason . "  
Cuomo's  prepared speech touched o n  a con­
troversy he triggered recently by disputing a 
published report suggesting that an Italian-American 
could not be elected President . 
Eastern also uses about 28 percent of the 
harles ton,  and should thus receive a 
r lower distribution costs , he said . 
ommissioners said Eastern would still be · 
break for large volume use after the 
reases go into effect . 
Both Charleston Mayor Murray Choate and Scism 
said additional proposals could be made . 
Choate said two possible proposals ,  a proposal c Summit from page 1 · 1 1  st i l l  be receiving a 49 cent break from 
ts pay, Scism said . He added that other 
i t ies, with the exception of Southern 
ersity , have to pay the same rate amount 
and D, would still allow the city to get the necessary -------< 
funding to meet state and federal deadlines for the leader Mikhail Gorbachev's  upcoming visit to the 
project . United States , and the assistant secretary was one of 
Proposal C would increase Eastern 's  rate to $4 .00 the primary organizers of the 1 985 summit .  
·oners also said Eastern has been 
90 cent break because of the capital 
it has made, and that the lower rates 
compensated for the $867 ,000 con-
per 1 ,000 gallons for 1 5  months. Then, for three Redman said Ridgway was told that questions 
years Eastern 's  rate would increase to $5 . 1 0 to during her visit to Eastern are likely to focus on both 
compensate for the months it paid a lower rate . The the summit and terrorism .  
rate would become the originally ptoposed $4. 86 The political science department i s  having an 
after the three-year period was up. honor banquet for Ridgway at 7 : 30 p .m.  at the 
,000 was 1 5  years ago, "  Scism said.  
continually more costs and new additions 
be made . 
Proposal D, Choate said, would also establish Dynasty Inn, Chen said, adding that reservations can 
Eastern's  rate at $4. 00 per 1 ,000 gallons for 1 5  be made for $8 a plate by calling 5 8 1 -2523 . 
months.  The rate would then rise to $4. 86 and Ridgway will leave town directly after the banquet, 
Eastern would make a $ 1 65 ,000 contribution to the Chen said . 
't say ' In the last 20 years we gave 
we deserve a break now , ' "  Scism said. 
given a 90 cent break and it's still going 
water-sewer system. The political science department has been trying to 
In these two proposals,  the only city loss is  the secure a visit by Ridgway since last July, Chen said, 
interest gained from having the $ 1 65,000 over the 1 5  adding, " We could not get her until she gave us a 
cent discount . "  
"butions from previous years were for 
that needed to be made to the water­
' but now additional upgrades need to 
need to be paid for,  Scism said . 
months.  date . "  
Scism said i t  was " probable and a definite thing " We always get whoever we can t o  come (here) t o  
that Eastern will pay a 7 8  percent increase, "  but he benefit Eastern's community. This year it is Am­
added that some solution could be worked out bassador Ridgway," Chen said . 
between the university and the city . Ridgway has had a long foreign service career. Her 
nna, of Speer Financial Inc. , said the 
made by Eastern in the past had an 
rates at that time, "but it' s 1 986 now . "  
·s could b e  made that the benefit has 
While Scism would specify what the negotiated previous positions include Information Specialist, 
proposal could be, he said commissioners Richard Department of State; Personnel Officer, U . S. 
Corbin and Wayne Lanman, who both could not be Embassy, Manila; Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
reached for comment, had also indicated that they State for Oceans and Fisheries Affairs, 1 975-77 ; and 
to the university already through the would look at a third proposal . U . S .  Ambassador to Finland , 1 977-80. 
·on in rates, Mccanna said . 
e information presented in Rives letter 
e the information contained in the 
Scism said that although Rives' letter indicates the She has also been Counselor for tht: Department of 
university cannot accept a 78 percent increase, he State, 1 980-82 ; U . S .  Ambassador to West Germany, 
said the 78 percent increase was agreed upon in the 1 982-8 5 ;  Assistant Secretary of State for European 
hough Rives said the university should compromise Proposal B .  and Canadian Affairs , 1 985-present . 
just to vote , ' '  
egan said the elections 
ided voting in the 
would be unfair .  He 
· e only 300 people voted 
·on, at least those people 
were voting about.  
ess : 
ounced that the recent . 
"on drive registered 409 
is a 100 percent in-
ter registration for fall 
he believed the " 1 00 
is great, ' '  adding that 
te does work for the 
students ."  
t the senate had learned 
better to have two days 
in the residence. halls .  
still has a list of those 
't registered and · will 
letters to inform them 
-
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
they can registerf�: �=!�u� : K : until Feb . 1 8 .  t g , · b A •Eastern Illinois Students Con- t . It s gomg to e '
cerned About Peace proposed to the f( an action-packed f 
senate that it declare Eastern as a f � Siports Season! f nuclear free zone. t 
E I SCAP P resident  Spencer  So don't be t 
Grimshaw said it would be a "symbolic f left behind- f act" and would not be " legally bin- t 
h ding . "  Cate t 
" Maybe something larger could t Th D ·1 t come out of it (having Eastern declared t e QI y 
a nuclear-free zone) , "  Grimshaw. said . Eastern News 
t 
He added that if senate didn't pass the t t proposal , EISCAP would try to put it f SPRJN G t on the April ballot. ' 
The proposal was tabled for one 
t SPORTS t week. ' GUIDE' •Akins reported that four people : • t 
had shown an interest in the senate ' t exchange with members o f  the f � Southern Illinois University Car- \' 
bondale senate. He added that there is 
t 
. On tap-Thursday, February 20 ! f room for one more person. L- - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •. 
Thursday, February 1 3 ,  
' • Hh -- .. MM II Q 
WE DELIVER 
After 4 p .m . 
MEXICAN FOOD-HAMBURGERS 
CHICKEN SANDWICH 
PORK TENDERLOIN SANDWICH 
SHRIMP BASKET 
Plus _ 
ALL NEW ITALIAN STYLE PIZZA 
14" Pizza 
. 1 Topping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ss .95 
2 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S9 .45 
3 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s9 .95 
4 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S l Q.45 
5 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s 1 0 .95 
Deluxe with everything . . . . . . . . . . .  s 1 1 . 95 
�1BUv-oNE PiizA GET - , 
z 
,-




0 Free Pizza Must Be Of Equal or Lesser Value with coupon g � Choose from: Fresh Sausage, Ham, Canadian .,, 










a play by 
ROBERT PATRICK 
8:00p.m. February 14,15, 17 
2:00p.m. February 16, 1986 
I 
IN THE THEATRE 
DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER 
FOR MATURE AUDIENCES 
For infor.mation and reservations call 581 -31 1 
41 � 1  
Produced by University Board Public Relations Committee, Coordinator Mary Beth Marek llll���v:;'"' 
· GET IT HOT!  
Cal l  5959 for 
U B  Information 
This week i n  the video lou nge . . .  
Jeff Bridges and Karen Allen star in John Carpenter' s 
" STARMAN . "  The show reveals the humorous and touching , 
lovin g  story of an alien who accepts Voyager 2 ' s  friendly in­
vitat ion to visit Earth. Described as "The sleeper hit of the 
year, "  "Starman" will leave you smi ling . 
Also showing , Telly Savalas and Lee Marvin i n  a classi c ,  
' ' THE DIRTY DOZEN. ' '  Twelve hardened criminals are given a 
chance to be pardoned by undertaking a suicide mission 
behind Nazi l ines. A g reat all-star cast makes this show a "must 
see. " 
The video ·  music of ROCKWORLD will be playing between 
shows . .  
-Valerie Clark 
What is it? 
Well, it 's bigger than a bread 
It's a COCOON! 
A group of California retirees comes face to fac 
friendly alien visitors in this spellb inding science-fiction f 
from Ron Howard . " Cocoon " is  rich in humani 
abounding with charm . 
A secret mission brings amiable travelers from another 
to Florida. Steve Guttenberg co-stars as a charterboat 
who comes to the aid of the visitors, and falls in love w· 
of them . The extraterrestrials' c lose encounter with the 
senior citizens and the helpful skipper propels them all · 
unbelievable adventure that changes their lives forever! 
Don't m iss "Cocoon" showing Fri . ,  Feb. 1 4 , in the 
Bal lroom at 6 : 30 and 9 : 00 p . m .  Admission is $ 1  with 
1 . 0 . 
. 
1 3 , '1 986 t 
ng streak stops h er�? 
omen cagers host last place Westerwi nds 
. dreary three game losing 
ing over its head, Eastern' s  
basketball team will try and 
its winning ways Thursday 
estem Illinois . 
terwinds will invade Lantz 
a 7:30 p .m.  Gateway Con­
tle . It is a critical contest for 
rs if they are to remain in 
r the conference title. 
has already squandered road 
Northern Iowa, 87-78 in 
and Drake 82-73 before 
ss to old nemisis Southern 
thers hold an overall record 
d are fourth in the con­
S-5 . 
erwinds have failed to draw 
e league thus far (0-8) and 
erall . Western recorded its 
on Dec. 12 and has lost 1 0  
es since then . 
has moved back to second in 
in scoring and defense, but 
to rebound p o o r l y , 
S .4 a game for ninth in the 
erwinds are last in scoring 
in defense; however they 
nd best rebounding squad 
m conference . It has been 
unding teams that have 
rn the most trouble this 
has been running them through some 
intense drills and we have been 
practicing well , "  Hilke said . 
" It was a close game last time , "  
Hilke said of the two teams' last 
meeting . " We had to really scrap to 
win . I imagine it will be the same type 
of game . "  
· 
Wes tern is the same squad Eastern 
beat to snap its mild two game skid in 
mid-January . In that contest , the 
Panthers had to employ second half 
heroics in an I I -point come-from­
behind 69-63 victory . 
"We had Sheryl Bonsett (and Sue 
Hynd) out in that game and they had 
Wendee Warg out (their 6-foot, I 55 -
pound center) , "  Hilke said . "They 
also had another big kid out (5- I I 
forward Lisa Holford). It was like a 
4,077th MASH game. 
"We were fortunate to win . They 
were really tough and we have a lot to 
prove to ourselves in these upcoming 
two games , ' '  she added. 
Panther guard Melanie Hatfield has 
become a force on the court in recent 
contests, leading the Panthers with a 
I 6 .6 scoring average, five assists and 
rebounds and four steals a game. 
In addition , forward Chris Aldridge 
has continued to maintain her 
· rebounding and assist touch although 
her scoring has tapered off recently. 
Aldridge ranks sixth amongst 
Gateway re bounders with a 7 . 5  
average, while dishing three assists a 
game and a 1 6 . 2  scoring average. stem' s  slight demotion in 
standings, coach Bobbie 
r team hasn't played like a 
and their practices do not 
gn of a letdown.  
'D'  (Deanna D'  Abbraccio) 
Western guard Ruth Aicher , who 
scored I6 points against I llinois State 
last week , will head the Westerwind 
attack.  
BILL HEILMAN I Staff photographer 
Eastern's Kerry Walsh pulls down a long rebound during a recent contest. The 
Panthers host Gateway Conference-foe Western I l l inois Thursday 7 : 30 p . m .  in a 
critical game. 
ern i nks 1 6  recru its for the grid - i ron .next season 
Neal heads l ist of n ine freshmen,  seven j un ior college transfers 
traditional belief that quality outweighs 
stem's  football program signed I 6  
· onal letters o f  intent Wednesday . 
ch Al Molde inked nine freshmen and 
college transfers to play football for the 
t fal l .  Included on the list are eight 
yers , seven offensive players and one 
the crop is a pair of standout prep 
and a lightening-quick wide receiver . 
Neal, a 5 - 10 ,  I 65-pound receiver from 
who prepped at Leo High School, is 
add much-needed depth to Eastern' s  
rps .  
g s  a list of  impressive accolades with 
ter was named to the coaches first­
lic League squad in each of the last 
d is also a member of the Champaign 
s IOO Special Seniors list . 
t two years , he has been the number 
the Catholic League, ' '  said Leo coach 
"The catches he made were un-
r season, O'Neal caught 32 passes, 
ds a catch, and averaged 32 yards per 
and an . amazing 24-yard average on 
premier sprinter in track,  one of the 
," said Molde. 
'hicago Sun- Times all-area pick , had 
offers from Illinois,  Wisconsin and 
before settling on Eastern. 
1 986 Eastern football recruits 
Eastern's football program signed nine prep players and 
seven Junior college transfers to national letters of intent 
Wednesday. Here's a look at who the Panthers obtained: 
1 .  John Curtis, QB, 6·0 , 1 75 . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fairfield, OH 
2. Richard Ehmke, PK, 5-9 ,  1 60 . . . . . . . . Grossmount CC 
3. Paskle Jackson, DB, 5· 1 0, 1 80 . . . . . . . Southwest CC 
4.  Glen Jones, LB, 6- 1 , 2 1-5 . . . . . . . . . . .  Long Beach CC 
5.  Rick labiak, DB, 5- 1 0, 1 70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Providence 
6. Uasi Latu ,  RB,  5· 1 0, 1 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moorpark CC 
7. * Jeff Oetting, LB, 6-4 , 205 . . . . .
.
. . . . . . . .  Charleston 
8. Marcus O'Neal, WR, 5· 1 0, 1 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Leo 
9. Mike Scroggins, TE, 6·5, 220 . . . . . . . . . . . .  Taylorville 
1 0. Dimitri Stewart, LB, 6·2 ,  2 1 0  . . . . . . . .  Detroit-Chadsey 
1 1 .  Ralph Stewart, WR, EH , 1 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . Bloom Trail 
1 2 . John Vanderstaay, DB, 6-2 , 1 95 . . . . . . . .  Fullerton CC 
1 3 . Burgess Watts, OB, 6·2 ,  1 70 . . . . . . .  Wheaton Central 
1 4. Bob Wilson, LB, 6-3, 225 . . . . . . . . . . .  Long Beach CC 
1 5 . Paul Wilson,  LB, 6-0 ,  208 . . . . . . . . . . . . LA Valley CC) 
1 6. David Young ,  RB, 5· 1 0, 1 75 . . . . . . . .  Detroit-Chadsey 




addition of 6- I ,  I 80-pound Ralph Stewart out of 
Bloom Trail High School . Stewart caught I 9  passes 
for 256 yards and one TD last year . 
"We're really excited about the receivers we 
signed, "  Molde commented. 
Joining O'Neal at the top of the class were 
quarterbacks Burgess Watts from Wheaton Central 
High School in Warrenville and John Curtis from 
Fairfield High School of Ohio . . 
Watts was a two-year starter at Wheaton Central , 
where he threw for over 2 ,600 yards and 20 TD' s  as a 
·Starter_ The 6-2,. I 70-pounder was among the News­
Gazette 's I OO  Special Seniors and an All-DuPage 
Valley Conference pick , the satr.e league which 
. - . 
" Burgess is a natural thrower, "  said Wheaton 
Central coach John Thorne. "He is a good leader 
and is extremely competitive. Burgess hates to lose . 
I t ' s  a lot of fun to watch him throw the ball . ' '  
Curtis ,  a 6-0, I 75-pounder, was considered one of 
the top quarterback prospects in Ohio, completing 
1 34 of 3 I 4  passes for I ,956 yards and 1 8  TD's in his 
final two years . 
" John has got awfully good feet and he' s a pretty 
pure passer, " said Fairfield coach Ben Hubbard . 
" Eastern Illinois has got an excellent recruit. John 
has always been a winner . "  
Curtis led Fairfield t o  the Division I (large school) 
state playoffs last season before his squad lost to 
eventual state champion Cincinnati Moeller . 
" We signed two quarterbacks who will definitely 
fit into our scheme of things, "  said Molde. The two 
are expected to red-shirt next season. 
Eastern's  need for quarterbacks became more 
prevalent when backup John Rafferty announced he 
would forego his final year of eligibility and graduate 
in the spring. Next . season will be Payton's last year 
of eligibility . 
The Panthers added a hefty tight end in 6-5 , 220-
pound Mike Scroggins of Taylorville. Last season, he 
caught 3 I  passes for 422 yards and three TD's .  He 
was a second-team all-area pick by the Decatur 
Herald & Review. 
I Eastern also beefed up on defensive backs,  an area where the Panthers lost two starters . 
Molde is expecting immediate contributions from 
1 two of them-junior college transfers Paskle 
, Jackson, 5 - 10 ,  1 80 from Southwest CC in San Diego 
(See EASTERN, page 5B) 
, 11 Thursday, February t 3 ;  t 986 
Sirius =� 
71 8 Jackson • 345-1 544 
Give your valentine a 
� Yi hr. "Trip to the tropics" - Q 
f\J., :�,0��1�$��:, c:J1 
Enjoy ou r new.Wolff Suntan 
Couch. 1 0  visits $32. 
• • • • • • 
" Sltow a11d tell for your 
Vale11ti11el 
Why just tell 'em how you feel,  when you can show 'em, 
. too, with a Heart City Valentine card from Hallmark. It's 
a fun way to show you care on Valentine's Day, Friday, 
Feb. 1 4. 
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West Park Plaza ·-.· . �()Vua.n._ ,,., <' 
Mon. - Sat. 9 - 9 lj'"""""�-
Sun. 12:00 - 5:30 348-5473 
BAD NEWS! You misse 
the first " �T r Quarters Night' 
at TED'S ot was phenomenal) 
GOOD NEWS!!  It all 
happens again this Thursda 
Don't miss it again! 
25¢ Beers 25¢ Hotdogs 25¢ Po 
Coach · 1 b1k N . 0£ 01d . Ed' ..J ' 348-8218 
�· ay s 
-----�. Panther Sport Shoppe 
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Searching For Great Buys? 
Check out 
The Daily Eastern ]\Jews 
" 
Eastern News Thursday, February 1 3 ,  1 986 I 3 8  
games in 1 O days 
Panthers li n ish season with g ruel ing dates 
the NCAA basketball season heading into its 
drive Eastern finds its schedule booked to the 
f six games in 10 days beginning with Satur­
home game with Northeast Louisiana. 
of the reason for the hectic Panther schedule 
e postponement of Eastern's  Feb . 3 AMCU-8 
ence game at Wisconsin-Green Bay. The 
was re-scheduled for Feb . 1 9 .  
e're kind of a t  the mercy of Wisconsin-Green 
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said. 
e suggested playing it March 3 after our last 
season game with Illinois-Chicago, but they 
nsin-Green Bay) play at Southwest Missouri 
just going to stay down there for the con-
tournament, ' '  Samuels said . 
Panthers thus appear headed for a breakneck 
of both AMCU-8 and non-conference 
wing the Northeast Louisiana game, Eastern 
t conference contender Southwest Missouri 
y in Lantz Gym. 
Panth�rs then take to the road for four 
t contests . After playing Wisconsin-Green Bay 
19, the Panthers have away encounters at 
o State (Feb . 20), Valparaiso (Feb . 22) and 
nd State (Feb . 24) . 
em then closes its regular season by hosting 
hicago March 1 in Lantz Gym . The AMCU-
ment will take place March 6-8 at Southwest 
Cage corner/Dan Verd u n  
Qu iet on the Western front 
With Monday's 74-68 AMCU-8 victory over 
Western Illinois the Panthers have now won three 
straight contests from the Leathernecks.  
The streak began with last season's 74-67 upset of 
Western in the semifinals of the AMCU-8 tour­
nament . Eastern blew out the Leathernecks 8 1 -66 in 
Lantz Gym earlier this year. 
Despite Eastern's winning string, Western still 
leads the all-time series 64-50. 
Prior to this season Eastern had not swept the 
season series from the Leathernecks since the 1 979-80 
campaign under coach Don Eddy. The Panthers 
posted a 22-7 record that season while finishing 
second in the Division-II Great Lakes Regional. 
Col l ins '  cl imb 
Eastern All-American candidate Jon Collins 
continues his consistent climb up the ladder of 
Panther career scoring leaders . 
Collins' 1 8  points Monday against Western Illinois 
lifted the senior over the 1 ,500-point plateau in his 
three-year Panther career. 
Collins has now accumulated 1 , 5 1 6  points in his 
career . The 6-4 forward has scored 427 points this 
season for a 20.2  points-per-game average . 
Collins ,  who prepped under coach Ken McBride at 
applers drop secon d. d ual  meet 
n's wrestlers suffered only their second 
f the season Tuesday as they were beaten by 
ll l inois-Edwardsville 27- 1 6 .  The Panthers 
8-2 in dual meets .  
n los t  some big bouts early that  put  them in a 
tcit in team scoring after the first three weight 
Sterr ( 1 1 8) lost to S IU-E ' s  Tim Wright 2 1 -7 .  
terr ( 1 26) was t hen defeated b y  Alan 
r .  Wright i s  ranked No.  I i n the nation in the 
nd weight class in NCAA Division- I ,  while 
r is ranked second at 1 26 .  
n ' s  Dean Souder ( l  34) was then beaten by 
rn° . ..  -4 . 
n ' s  Mark Ruettiger was back in action 
night , and responded with a 7-4 victory over 
off. 
er was declared eligible to wrestle Friday 
NCAA changed the interpretation of a rule 
red him ineligible at the beginnning of the 
Ruettiger was an· All-American last season 
· th in the national tournament . 
er wrestled at 1 42 ,  but said he expects to get 
n to 1 34 by regionals . 
·ust got to get back into shape , ' '  Ruettiger 
said . "They changed the interpretation three weeks 
ago , but I just  found out about it  on Friday. "  
After Ruettiger's victory the Panthers trailed 1 5-3 . 
Keith Presley ( 1 50) lost his bout with Brian McTague 
8-4 to make the team score 1 8-3 . 
Eastern ' s  Chris McFarland ( 1 5 8) came on defeat 
SIU-E's Bob Dahm 5-4 .  The win improved Mc­
Farland' s  individual record to 30-2, the best on 
Eastern ' s  squad . 
McFarland has won 1 5  consecut ive matches this 
season and is undefeated in Lantz Gym . His  career 
home record is 1 4-0 . 
Ozzie Porter ( 1 67) had a strong showing against 
John Wagner, winning 1 4-5 . Porter 's  win narrowed 
SIU-E' s  lead to 1 8- 1 0 .  
Eastern pulled t o  within two pojnts when Marty 
Molina ( l  77) dominated Joel Supprenant 1 6- 1 . But 
Molina' s victory was Eastern ' s  last .  
Bob Kij ewski was defeated by S I U-E ' s  Kurt 
Bendar 22-6 . This loss made the team score 24- 1 6 . 
In the heavyweight division Eastern ' s  Demetrius 
Harper lost to Ernie Badger 3 - 1  to finish the team 
scoring at 27- 1 6 . 
" I  was disappointed in a couple of the matches , "  
said Eastern coach Ralph McCausland . " Our 
potential is  definitely higher than what we showed 
tonight, ' '  McCausland said.  
ght slowly grows Big Ten winner 
ana t ied with Michigan for lead 
Bob Knight has a way of gradually 
his basketball teams at Indiana, and the 
will have to muster all of their talent for the 
've if they hope to grab a share of the Big 
ranked 1 6th nationally, has won eight of  
e games to climb into a first-place tie in the 
race with No. 10 Michigan. Both teams 
e Big Ten. 
iers are idle until Sunday when they go to 
for the first of three straight on the road. 
the trip continues with stops at Illinois and 
iana then returns home for a pair against 
and Iowa before finishing the season at 
te and Michigan. 
e Hoosiers play five of their last seven 
the road, Michigan plays five of its last 
rence games at home. The Wolverines are 
day night against Minnesota and then 
a Saturday. Michigan has lost only one 
in the past two seasons-an 87-62 defeat 
in 1 985 . 
The remainder of the Big Ten schedule Thursday 
night finds Iowa at Michigan State, Illinois at 
Northwestern and Purdue at Wisconsin .  Michigan's  
only remaining road games are at  Wisconsin and 
Northwestern .  Wisconsin has two Big Ten victories, 
and Northwestern's  only triumph was achieved 
because of a forfeit by Minnesota . 
Iowa, 6-4, is one game behind Michigan and In­
diana in the loss column while five other teams are 
two losses behind the leaders . Michigan State, 
Purdue, Illinois and Ohio State have 6-5 records. 
Minnesota is 5-5 . 
All are scrambling for NCAA tournament bids . 
Last year the Big Ten sent six teams to the NCAA 
tournament when the format was expanded to 64 
teams . 
Despite a tough finishing schedule, Indiana ap­
pears to be one of the teams headed for the NCAA. 
"These kids have done a pretty good j ob ; "  Knight 
said . " I ' m  not the greatest guy in the world in 
handing out compliments , but they've played pretty 
darned good . "  
Cahokia High School, needs j ust 2 3  points to move 
past Tom Katsimpalis ( 1 949-52) and into the No. 2 
slot in career scoring at Eastern. 
John Milholland ( 1 956-58) is Eastern's all-time 
scoring leader with 1 ,655 points . 
Cei:i.ter Kevin Duckworth ( 1 , 345) is just 39 points 
shy of moving past Scott Keeve ( 1 97 1 -73) as 
Eastern's No. 7 career scorer. 
Keep on Ducki n '  
Panther sophomore Ronnie Duckworth appears to 
be out to show opponents that they wouldn't be 
seeing the last of the Duckworth name even though 
cousin Kevin's career ends this season. 
Ronnie, a sophomore from Chicago Harper, has 
been playing strongly since making his return from a 
near-season ending wrist injury. 
The 6-foot-5 , 2 1 0-pound Duckworth has made the 
most of his insertion into the Panther starting lineup 
since freshman Dave Vance was sidelined with a 
stress fracture in his foot. 
Duckworth scored eight points and pulled down a 
season-high 1 0  rebounds in the Panthers' win over 
Western Illinois . The power forward shot 3-for-4 
from the floor. 
That performance followed a nine-point outing 
against Northern Iowa in which Duckworth was 
instrumental in holding AMCU-8 scoring leader 
Randy Kraayenbrink in check . 
Ex-Panther coach 
resigns UTSA job 
after controversy 
By TIM LEE 
Staff writer 
Former Eastern coach Don Eddy has 
resigned as basketball coach at the University 
of Texas at San Antonio in the midst of a 4- 1 7  
season and much controversy. 
Eddy resigned Friday after a series of in­
cidents and initially being told he was fired . 
However, within 
minutes he was 
told he still was 
t h e  b a s k e t b a l l  
coach a n d  only 
suspended . One 
day later  he 
turned i n  his  
resignation . 
T h i s  a c t i o n  
resulted from a 
shoving incident 
that occurred in 
an overtime game 
w i t h  p a n  Don Eddy 
American. Texas-San Antonio freshman 
Tyrone Harbin was sitting on the bench when 
he stood up and began to shout obscenities at 
an opponent . Eddy jumped up and shoved 
Harbin back to his seat . 
Texas-San Antonio Athletic Director Jim 
Skaines refused to comment Wednesday on the 
whole series of incidents .  The university has 
agreed to buy out the last two years of Eddy's 
contract to enable him to look for work 
elsewhere . 
Eddy left Eastern in 1 980 after compiling a 
208- 1 29 record over 1 2  years, more wins than 
any coach in Eastern history and twice took 
Eastern to third place in the NCAA Division-II 
Tournament. 
Eddy then accepted the head post at Texas­
San Antonio where he helped start the 
Roadrunners' program. He is the only coach 
they have had. In his five years he put together 
a 60-69 record. 
Assistant coach Larry Gatewood has taken 
over the vacant post . 




Dress Slacks & 
Corduroys 
A ll Suits & Sport Coats 
Ties, Scarves, Hats & Gloves 
20 3 off $5 . 00 Rack 
ALL "Russell" values up to $20 . 00 • Jerseys • Sweat Shirts 
• Sweat Pants 
• T-shirts 
• Shorts 
• Dress Shirts 
• T-shirts 







KING OF B E E RS ®  
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Lorra ine P l utz 
Freshman from Harvey-Thornton , 
won the 440 and anchored the 
winning 880 and mile relays as the 
Lady Panthers won the EIU In­
vitational. 
Larry Thoennissen 
Senior from Morton, captured 
fourth place in the 35-pound 
weight throw with a school·record 
toss of 58- 1 at the Il l ini Classic .  
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EASY TO USE! 
LET Y O U R  
I MAGI NATI O N  
R U N  WILD! T H E  
C H I N O N  CG-5 I 
I N C O R P O R ATES I 
ALL T H E  
C R EATIVE 
FEAT U R E S  Y O U  
WANT AT T H E  
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If you buy a balloon 
with a gift item, 
the balloon is only 7 5 4 
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Thursda Februar 1 3 1 9 86 
Ten cf)aches sig n top recru its ; 
a la rid-s best player - in the nation 
Jordan still out; 
CBA league star 
Big Ten football champions went coast to 
their top two recruits Wednesday, while 
.-.:.--��H and thir:d �lat:! 1-llifH�i� 00fl 
on home-grown talent. 
e ' s- Boilermakers landed Jeff George, the 
No. 1 quarterback , and the National H igh 
oaches Association Player of the Year . 
, a 6-3 , 1 93-pounder from Indianapolis ,  led 
Central to a second straight undefeated 
completing 252 of 424 passes for 3 , 594 
a national high school record 45 touch-
In Michigan, Perles got linebacker Curtis Young �� �:!�:�zoo and defensive back Vetson Donaldson - signs with Bulls 
UliP · - - - ·  M*" Whit_ s-ig-ne_ - ·-r -· � i-n- �t===:=================f- ;;;==== � 
eluding 1 7  from the state of Illinois .  The other 1 1  CHICAGO (AP)- Faced with the possibility 
were all fro m  neighboring Missouri and Indiana . that Michael Jordan won't be playing again 
White's  top prospects from Illinois were quarterback soon,'. the Chicago Bulls have signed 6-foot-4 
Chris Ondrula of Springfield and offensive linemen guard Michael Holton to a 10-day contract. 
Brad James of Lockport and Ed Pedersen of Holton, 24, of the Continental Basketball 
DeKalb . Association, was expected to be in uniform 
" We set out to put our major emphasis on the Wednesday night when the Bulls played the 
state , "  said White . " I  feel the results justify the Philadelphia 76ers in National Basketball 
approach we've taken . We got the numbers we Association action. 
signed quarterback Dan · McGwire of wanted and, if we evaluated properly, this will be an Formerly with the Phoenix Suns, Holton was 
, Calif. , and running back Tony Stewart of .excellent class . "  signed Tuesday by Jerry Krause, the Bulls' vice 
. J .  McGwire, a 6-8 giant who passed for Ohio State signed quarterback Greg Frey of president of operations, moments after he led the 
s and 29 touchdowns last season, had 65 Cincinnati , but Coach Earle Bruce went heavy on CBA All-Stars to a last.second 110-108 victory 
chdowns . Stewart , one of the top three linemen in the home state . The list included 270- over the league's defending champion. Tampa 
cks in the country, rushed for 1 ,7 1 5  yards pound John Peterson of Middletown and 265-pound Bay. 
chdowns. Jeff Kuczek of Youngstown Boardman.  Holton could finish the season for the. Bulls. 
Coach Bo· Schembechler landed three of " I  think we have done a pretty good j ob, " said who have only 10 players on the roster, if Jordan 
top five prospects in running backs Allen · Bruce. " It was a good year for linemen and I think does not return. 
and Tony Boles of Detroit and linebacker that 's  the emphasis we took . "  Jordan, idle the past 3!h months with a broken 
cer of Birmingham. Schembechler also Indiana signed tailback Anthony Thompson, a 6- f9ot, has been consulting with bone specialists in 
mmitment from tackle Warde Manuel of foot, 1 90-pounder, rushed for 3 , 876 yards and scored Eugel\e, Ore. , and Cleveland this week before 
ns and defensive back Vada Murray of 47 touchdowns in his three-year career at Terre reporting back to t�m doctors. 
Haute North . The doctors planned to talk. Wednesday night 
embecler gaining an edge as far as in-state 
year, Michigan State Coach Georg Perles 
·o his target . Perles landed tackle Chris 
of Louisville and linebacker Percy Snow 
ive back Jerome Perrin from Canton and 
" Without a question , he's  certainly one of the top with Krause and Bulls owner Jerry Reinsdorf to 
players around the state, if not the country , "  said determine whether Jordan is well enough to 
Hoosier Coach Bill Mallory of Thompson .  begin working out with. the team in preparation 
But Indian� lost guard Rick Comer of Terre Haute for lil.retun}. to actiQtl. 
South to Illinois . Comer, 6-4 , 243 , was a first-team Jprdan wants to resume_playing this weekend, 
All-Indiana selection .  but his ,qen.t� David falk" wants him to sit out 
tM laSt 31 games ohbe lkdJS' season. 
_.1 ________ from page 1 "W�;ve gone batk alld forth with him a ij,, 8ll(L we've been harping with the 
.tnan4$ement. too. But Michael won't Ji 
fle's such a competitor that if he thinks ready to play, then he's going to play," Falk rot 
S John Vanderstaay out of Fullerton CC.  
is Rick Labiak , a running back from 
High School · whom the Panthers will 
a cornerback . Labiak was all-conference 
te School League and named all-area by 
erald-News and Southtown Economist. 
·ous need of ours was in the secondary , "  
. "We really needed players i n  terms of 
d quality . I'm really excited about our 
ru its ." 
backer position was the most heavily 
y the Panthers. In all, five linebackers 
, headed by local product Jeff Oetting 
ton. 
was a first-team All-Apollo Conference 
selection on defense and second-team on offense 
after catching team highs of 22 passes for 292 yards 
and five touchdowns .  
Oetting will not sign until Thursday, opting t o  wait 
until his father returns from out of town,  Molde said . 
Eastern picked up a second-team All-American to 
assume the placekicking duties in Richard Ehmke, a 
5-9, 1 60-pounder from Grossmount CC in Mesa, 
CA . Ehmke is slated to take over for the graduated 
Evan Arapostathis . 
· 
Rounding out the list of players signed Wednesday 
by Eastern is a pair of running backs,  Uasi Latu from 
Moorpark CC in Thousand Oaks ,  CA, and David 
Young from Detroit-Chadsey High School. Both ar� 
5- 1 0 ,  1 75 pounds . 
II CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 111111 , 
the Washington Post. 
Over lb'e weekenfl, J� Wel IM 
he co�ld Fri 
.. to• 
· "tr or th� 
then he won't play/" Kta�se Jordan. the NBJ\,'s &oo 
season, told reporters he was . 
would make the playoffs if he i$ .able to C8FC 
back healthy and plays the rest of the season. 
. -COOD SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY , • 
CNot valid Friday & Saturday> • 
-
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A 2 Liter of Pepsi 
$650 
-
on Carry- O u t  [ < � l ivery O n l y  Sur  1y  t h r  T h u rsday Offer e x p i res F e b .  1 3 / 86 -
Stretch It At 
����� 
c. n;irleston 
909 1 8th St. 
34:0 751 5 
















for their  h igh Academic 
Achievements 




- 2 . 63 
2 . 5 9 
2 . 6 1  
Special honors to these Super Delts 
Ed Bugg 4.0 Dan Mueller 3.63 
Steve Krull 3.80 Steve Kueltzo 3.53 
John Connell 3. 75 Dave Bruno 3.53 
Thursday ·s 
68 : february 1 3, 1 986. Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely et  581 ·281 2. 
wlll eppur In the next edition. Unlell 
cennot be responsible for en Incorrect Id 















1 2-3·2· 1  Contact 
1 5-Diff'rent Strokes 
1 7-Love Connection 
38-1 Dream of Jeannie 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Leave it to Beaver 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-G.l . .  Joe 
1 0-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Sesame ·street 
1 5-Jeffersons 









1 7-People's Court 




2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Jeffersons 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Pertect Match 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Carol Burnett and Friends 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
. 9-Barney Mil ler 
1 0-Newlywed Game 









1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7-Newtywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son . 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Cosby Show 
3-Magnum, P. I .  
9-Movie: "Breaker! 
Breaker! "  ( 1 977) Chuck 
Norris battles a corrupt 
community to free his kid· 
naped brother. 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 7-Ripley's Believe It Or 
Not! 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Standing Tall. "  
( 1 978) Robert Forster a s  a 
struggling rancher harassed 
by a wealthy land baron. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Family Ties 
1 2-Newton's Apple 
8:00 p.m. 
3,  1 0-Simon & Simon 
1 2-Jacques Cousteau 
1 7  ,38-Colbys 
8:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Cheers 
8:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Hill Street Blues 
3, 1 0-Knots Landing 
9-News 
1 2-Mystery! 
1 7 , 3 8-2 0/20 
9:05 p.m. 




2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
ACROSS 
l · ·  . . . pul l ed out 
69 Engli sh school 
70 J ackson or 
S m i t h  
1 0  Like s o m e  c h i l i  
1 1 M a t a --
1 2 Smeli -- ( be 
6 Exercises , in a 
way 
1 0  Food fish 
1 4  Former 
defense gp.  
1 5  M i ne ent rance 
16 Whi t t l e  
1 7  A n y  feeble 
l ight 
1 8  Finished 
19 Abadan's  land 
20 Act ress 
MacGraw 
21 "Oz" loca le 
24 " Two Years 
Before t he 
Mast " author 
26 Medieval 
m i nst re l ' s· 
poem 
27 Oahu loca le 
32 Damage 
35 Concerning 
36 I nc rease 
37 Flat cake 
39 Related 
40 I nvest 
42 Sha rpen 
43 I ndigent 
45 Membrane 
46 Rt•sponsibi l i t y  
47 Some a re 
classi fied 
48 Dubl i n ' s  locale 
5 1 A ra fa t.' s  gp.  
52 Sudden , quick 
movement 





64 N a i robi 's 
locale 
66 J awed tool 
67 A come-on 
68 Forever, in 
poesy 
71 Fea t u res t o  
count 
DOWN 
l N i ck Charles ' s  
dog 
2 R ing 
3 Gem c u t t ers 
4 A l i -purpose 
t rk .  
5 Act ress from 
Puerto Rico 
6 Nephrite 
7 A roma 
8 Act ress 
Lollobrigida 
9 J onathan 
Swift ' s  Esther 
suspicious ) 
1 3  Discla i m  
22 Fido's a i l ment 
23 Pops 
25 Rec t i fy 
27 Roman moon 
goddess 
28 Penned 
29 Al ighieri 
30 Player i n  a 
c h i l d ren's  
game 




34 Air Force Base 
i n  Texas 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Betrayed. "  ( 1 954) 
Wor1d War I I  cloak·and-dagger 
activities in Holland. 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Trapper John, M . D .  
1 0-Night Heat 
1 2-Movie: "Shall We 
Dance." ( 1 937)  A ballet star 
turned hoofer and a musicaf. 
comedy star share a romance 
saddled by publicity. 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart To Hart 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie: "For Love of Ivy ."  
( 1 968) Sidney Poitier and 
Abbey Lincoln as a trucking 
executive and a domestic 
worker pursuing a rocky 
romance. 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Nightline 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie:  "Attack on Fear" 
reports the story of Dave and 
Cathy Mitchel l ,  who won a 
Pulitzer Prize for their in· 
vestigation of Synanon,  the 
drug-rehabilitation organizati· 
on .  
M idnight 
3-More Real People 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 2:20 a.m. 
5-Movie: " Rebel Without a 
Cause . "  ( 1 955)  James Dean · 
made a lasting impression in 
this Nicholas Ray-directed film 
about troubled teenagers . 
38 S i nging g roup 
4 1 Mr. Pepper 
44 Shout 
49 A st roke in 
f igure s ka t i ng 
50 M a ke less 
clear 
5 1  Primp 
53 Macada m ize 
54 Thea t e r  sign 
55 Too 
56 Melody for 
Moffo 
57 B udget i t e m  
5 8  U se a k i l n  
60 Apol lo 's  
inst rument 
6 1  R a t her and 
Rowan 
65 W . W .  II locale 
See page 78 for answers 
tffltServices Offered 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-6331 . 
________1 /00 
" M y  . Secretary , "  word 
processing service: Letters, 
papers, resumes, etc . Call 
Mill ie at 3�5- 1 1 50. 
_________ 4/4 
GET A JOB FAST WITH A 
COPY-X RESU EM! FAST 
SEVIC E ,  LOW PRICES,  
LARGE SELECTION OF 
FORMATS , TY PED O R  
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT 
207 LINCOLN. 345-63 1 3. 
________2/00 
I.&" Help Wanted n. __ 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 359- 1 577 or 1 ·  
800-858-8000. 
________ 1 /00 
OVERSEAS JOBS . . .  Summ· 
er .yr . round .  Europe,  S .  
Amer. , Austral ia ,  Asia. Al l  
f ields.  $ 900-2000 mo. 
Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
IJC, PO Box 52·1L·3 Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
--�------3/7 
I need someone to help me 
Learn Spanish. 345-5607 ask 
for Linda. 
________ 2/1 4 
'7 Wanted 
STILL N E E D E D  M A L E  
FERRET FOR STUD SERVICE. 
WILL GIVE PICK OF LITTER 
OR STU D F E E .  MANLY 
F E R R ET N E E D E D  F O R  
PHYSICAL FEMALE .  
_________ 2 / 1 4 
.�������� 1 �·� Rides/Riders f.. 
Girls Desperately Need Ride 
to Indiana University Feb. 1 4· 
1 6  Please Call 3834 Gas $ .  
_________2 / 1 3 
ft Roommates 
S U B L E AS E R  N E E D E D ,  
1 00/MONTH , MODERN APT, 
C LOSE TO CAMPUS, LOW 
UTI LITIES.  CALL 345-9253 
OR 345-2 7 7 7 .  
_________ 2 / 1 7 
Male Roommate needed for 
Summer & Fall Semester.  2 
bedroom apt. on 7th St. Call 
Sam-58 1 -2 7 7 9-leave me· 
ssage. 
_________ 2 / 1 7 
For Rent 
S U M M E R  A N D  F A L L  
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
NOW. Several good locations. 
Phone 345-7 746. 
________ 1 /00 
Summer and fall ,  2 bedroom 
furnished. Heritage Woods 
location . Wi l l  be newly 
redecorated; 4 people. Year 
lease. 348· 7 7  46. 
________ 1 /00 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
available now. Phone 348· 
7 746. 
________ 1 /00 
SUMMER ONLY-ROOMS 
IN LARGE NICE HOME 1 Y2 
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, 
1 2 5/MONTH-UTILITIES IN­
CLUDED. 348- 1 654. 
--------�/26 
Leasing now; houses; 3 
bedrooms furnished for 5 gir1s; 
close to E . l . U .  Excellent 
condition, laundry facilities. 
$600 per month. 345-7286. 
________2/1 4 
S U B L E A S E R ( S ) F O R  
SUMMER 1 986 2 BEDROOM 
APT. FURNISHED. CLOSE TO 
C A M P U S .  NEGOTIABLE 
PRICE. JIM-345·9503. 
--'-------2/1 4 
THREE ROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT, SPRING-sU· 
MMER. FREE MONTH. MEN. 
345-4846. 
________ ,2/1 4 
Renting _ for Summer, Fall 
'86,  and Spring '87 , Ratts Polk 
St . and Ratts University Dr. 
Furnished townehouses, 2 
bedroom $ 1 4 5 .  person for 3 
$ 1 2 2 .  person for 4 .  All but 
three are newly carpeted. 
Summer rent $ 1 50 . flat for 
2 , 3 , or 4 people. One month 
rent security deposit. 9 mo. 
lease. Call 345- 6 1 1 5 . 
----�----2/00 
For 1 986-87 school year. 
Very nice 1 , 2 ,  and 3 bedroom 
furnished houses. Close to 
campus. Leases from 9· 1 2 
months.  Call 345-3 1 48 after 
5p . m .  
_________ 2/00 
Now's the time to move out if 
you hate your roommate! Nice 
house on Fourth St. Private 
BRs only $ 1  25 ea! Call 348· 
1 5 1 8 . H urry ! 
_________ 2 / 1 3 
Two-one bedroom apts . 
Close to campus, off street 
parking,  excellent condition .  
Leasing for  June 1 st and Aug . 
1 st-$2 5 0 . 0 0  each . 345-
7 3 8 7  after 4p. m .  
_________ 2 / 1 7 
I D E A L  F O R  TWO : 1 
b e droom apat m e n t  n ear 
campus; redecorated. 345· 




Very close to 
bedroom aval 
b e d r o o m  a 
MARK-345-27 
SUMMER 
Close to campus, 
bedrooms, own 
very nice, 3 
negotiable. Cal 





plus utilities. Cal 
U p  Up & 
Bal loo 
1 503 7 
345·9 
Eestern Press Club (Society of Professional 
Journal.lsts, Sigma Delta Chi) will have . a 
meeting Thurs . ,  Feb. 1 3  from 6 · 8 p .m.  in 207 
Buzzard. Representatives from SPJ/SDX and 
each of the students publications will be on hand 
to answer questions. Ail Journalism majors are 
welcome and refreshments will be served. 
is the last day before fines are 
forget to bring money for Founder'• 
Student Council tor Ex,ceptlonal Children 
· will " Make It  & Take It" February 1 3  from 6 · 8 
p .m.  in Buzzard IMC. Come whenever you want. 
You may want to bring change. 
Professional Psychology Club will have a 
meeting Feb. 1 3  at 6 p .m .  in the Psyc� Lounge, 
Science Building . 
Residence . Hell Association will have a 
meeting February 1 3  at 5 p .m.  in Carman Hall .  
Come find out more about the Residence Halls. 
Everyone is welcome. 
Phi Gamma Nu will have a meeting Thursday, 
February 1 3  at 5:45 p .m.  in the Charleston­
Mattoon Room. Dues will be collected and today 
which is mandatory. 
Campus Clips are published 
charge ,  as a public service to the 
should be submitted to The DaHy 
office by noon one business day 
be published (or date of event). 
should include event, name of 
organization (spelled out - no 
abbreviations) , date, time and 
plus any other pertinent infor 
phone number of submitter must 
Clips containing conflicting Of" 
formation will not be run if su 
contacted. Clips will be edited 
available. Clips submitted after 
day cannot be guaranteed pubr 
be run one day only for any event. 
be taken by phone. 
Thursday 's  
1 3 , 1 986 Classified ads Report err
or• lmmedl•tely • t  581 ·281 2. A correct •d 
wlll •ppear In th• next edition. Unle11 notified, we 
cennot be re1pon1lbl• for en Incorrect ed etter lt1 first 
lnHr11on. O.•dllne 2 p.m. prevlou1 d1y. 7 8  
For Sale 
Audio Pioneer 
io Phillps 5 in 
Jensen JR 
EQA 3000 
234-75 1 4.  
2/2 1 "'"""F=-=o-=R-,s=-A: LE! ! 
W REVIEW, 
A N D  
ACCOUNTING, 
O D U C T O R Y , 
OFFER. 58 1 -
___ 2/1 7 
2 / 1 3 
ring with 
ATS.  Please 
583 Reward . 
,.....---2/ 1 4  EG Please 
at the Daily 
. ' 
<J A nnouncemems 
Tropical Tanning: Students 
tan for $3. 5 5 ,  201  Richmond 
East, Mattoon .  234-7 1 4 1  . 
-,,...,.-- -----1 /00 SPRING BREAK on the 
beach at South Padre Island,  
Dayto n a  B e a c h ,  F o r t  
Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach 
or M µstang Is land/ Port 
Aransas from only $89; and 
skiing at Steamboat or Vail from 
only $86! Deluxe lodging, 
parties, goodie bags, more . . .  
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for 
more information and reser­
vations toll free 1 -800-32 1 -
591 1 TODAY ! When your 
Spring Break counts . . .  count 
on Sunchase. 
-=--------·3/ 1 4  
RIVIERA TAN SPA: Student 
Special . Feb. 1 0- 1 4 . $3.75 .  6 
super beds with face tanner. 
________.2/1 5 
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
WIN A COLOR TV: Feb. 1 5 , at 
7 :00P. M . ,  Buzzard gym, the 
E . l . U .  ROTC Dept. , is spon· 
soring a Lincoln 's Birthday 
Costume Dance. Admission is 
$1 beforehand and $1 . 50 at 
the door. There will be door 
prizes and a drawing fr a color 
TV. You don't have to be 
present to win. 
________ .2/1 4 
SWEETH EART SPEC I AL : 
Mary Kay Feb. sale.  Call Chris, 
345-6 7 0 8 .  Hurry- prices go up 
Feb . 1 6 . 
________ .2 / 1 4 
EVERYBODY NEEDS ON E ! !  
A M I L L E R  W O R K S H I RT !  
ORDER TODAY ! CALL CARLA 
348-047 1 .  
________ 2 / 1 4 
Every Hour is Happy Hour at 
Jerry's Pub, But from 1 2-4 
p .m.  Mon . -Sat .  we're selling 
$ 2 . 2 5  pitchers , 75¢ Bottle 
Beer & Coolers , 50¢ Drafts. 
________2/1 3 
ALPHA PHI SENIORS: YOU 
GALS ARE PH I-NOM INAL! 
KEEP U P  THE GREAT WORK . 
________2/1 3 
Puzzle A n swers 
A ''P L U Ii i  J O  G S  Is H �A O 
S E A T 0 1 A D I T • p A RE T A P E R I D 0 N E . , R A N  A l , . E M  E R A l D C  I T Y -- D A N A  --- L  A y ---D I A M  0 N D H E A D• M A R 
I N R E I G A I N • s c 0 N E  A K I N I E N D O W  • H 0 N E  N E  E D Y •  T E L A • 0 N U S  A D  S •  E M  E R A L D I S L E 
--- p L 0 --• D  A R T •• 
P E A R l H A R B O  R •  0 L D 
A X L E I A R E A I K E N Y A 
V I S E I W I N K I E T E R N E !. , Q N I � . �. !  q � Q  .u . � 
4 cents per word first day , 1 O cents 
each consecutive day thereafter 
O words) . Student rate half price -
paid for in advance . PLEASE: no 
amounts less than $ 1 .  00. Lost & 
e run FREE for three day� . 
and money in envelope and deposit 
tern News box in Union by 2 p.m. 
day before it is to run .  The News 
right to edit or refuse ads con· 
us or in bad taste . 
ent rate half· 
Yes O No 
O Cash DCheck 
i BLOOM COUNTY 
f£Y . • .  ARE YOU 
MICHAEL. "MA17 li\X7'' 
131NKl£Y .. . ClllW 
t.MPWYEE. � 
6H7·13 ·7098 P ?  
I'Ve � IXJIN& 
A RflilH� c.AAC£ 
ANO.Mr OF �EAMING 
l-AJR.Y, MIW . . .  
I 
� 





0 SE E SPOTS 
Chanelle' s Da i ly 
I PJNNO • • .  
I 6U�55 fil. 
WIN ? 





AFTER.. 7HAT, � JlJ5T A MA17ER. OF 
CO/.l.ECKR. . kJEN YWR 
� 5EtJS A «KY?J(. 8Y ANffl"AB· 
/.l5HlilJ A/{ll5T, HC 7HKOP/5 /N ONe 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Thursday 's  
S B . February 1 3 , 1 986 
Classified ads Report errors Immediately a t  581 ·281 2. A will  appear In the next edition. Unlns cannot be responsible for an Incorrect ad 1 i nsertion . Deadllne 2 p.m. previous day. 
<)1 Announcemenrs <J A nnouncemenrs u(J: Announcemenrs .<J} A nnouncemenrs �; A nnouncemenrs 
A D O P T I O N  W A N T E D :  
Loving couple, mid 30's, he, 
MS eng./her full time Mom, 1 
child 4 yrs. , will provide love, 
fine education , suburban home 
for white infant, resume 
available ,  confidential, medical 
& all expenses allowed by law 
pd. , call friend Janis (home) 
collect 3 1 2/352-03 1 2 ,  or 
attorney R. Guzman 3 1 2/762-
1 300. PLEASE. ____ c/R, 5/ 1 ,T, 2/ 1 8 
SCHOLARSHIP SISTERH­
OOD and SERVICE .  COME 
SEE WHAT PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
HAS TO OFFER. FEB. 1 1 th ,  
8 :00 p . m .  Rathskeller. 
______ c-FTR2/ 1 3  
One bedroom mobil home, 
very nice and clean. Water, 
garbage, cable TV included in 
rent 1 60.  month . Wil l  lower 
rent for summer. 
_______ c-FR2/ 1 4 
MARY KAY COSEMETICS 
Valentine Specials Call Karen 
at 348-5584 anytime. 
_____ 2/6 , 7 , 1 3 , 1 4  
PIKE CALENDAR-BE A 
PART OF THE GROWING 
TRADITION. 
________ 2/1 8 
SISTERHOOD , SE RVIC E ,  
SCHOLARSHIP, Come see 
what PHI SIGMA SIGMA has to 
offer. 8:00 tonight in the 
Oakland room(Union) .  
-
� ·  ]. -- -T-
,.:j ' <  
Spring break specials at the 
Toodywinkle Trio Suntan 
Salon. 1 O for $40 . 5 for $20. 
1 for $5.  University Village 
405 Lincoln 348-581 2 .  
_________2/2 1 
$ 1 00 REWARD FRO IN­
FORMATION FOR LEADING 
TO ARREST AND CON­
VICTION OF STUDENTS WHO 
STOLE THE STOOLS FROM 
J IMMY JOHN'S SUB SHOP. 
ALL INFORMATION WILL BE 
KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. CALL 
3 4 5 - 1 0 7 5  W I T H  I N ­
FORMATION. WILL PAY YOU 
IN CASH! 
________ 2/1 7 
VALENTINE SPECIAL All 
double V-neck and deep V­
neck Shaker sweaters on sale 
for $ 1 4 . 00! ! Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday. JUNIOR 
CONCEPT-West Park Plaza. 
________2/1 4 
LADIES OF EIU-DON'T BE 
SHY-THIS IS YOUR LAST 
CHANCE TO BE ON THE Pl 
KAPPA ALPHA CALENDAR. 
APPLICATIONS CAN B E  
PICKED U P  A T  THE STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES OFFICE IN THE 
U N I O N :  DON'T D E LAY . 
THEY'RE DUE FEBURARY 
28th . 
________ 2/1 8 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
AND SAFE.  Join NARAL. Free 
referal. 345-9285. 
_______ c/M, ROO 
� 
"O 

















PHI SIGMA SIGMA. 
________ 2/1 3 
ALL CAMPUS BASH Don't 
Miss Sigma Tau Gamma and 
Ted's Warehouse Quarters 
night. Tonight 9 : 00 .  Come and 
enjoy a unique atmosphere 
With the Men of Sigma Tau. 
________2/1 3 
MS. GWISDALLA: Happy 2?! 
BEWARE of the candy 
throwing "parade Queen! "  
Love, Eileen . 
________ 2/1 3 
S E E  E I U ' S  N E W E S T  
BAR. . . . .  THE LOWER EAST 
S I D E  B A R  O P E N I N G  
F E B R U A R Y  1 4 T H  A T  
8 : 00P. M .  
________ 2/ 1 3  
Mike Sweeney, Thank you 
for our new money box! Love, 
The Tri-Sigs. 
________ 2/1 3 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA RUSH 
PARTY tonight at 8 : 00 i n  the 
Oakland room in the Union . 
Come see what we're all about. 
________2/1 3 
P I K E  CALENDAR AP-
PLICATIONS ARE D U E  
F E B R U A R Y  28th P I C K  
YOURS U P  I N  T H E  STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES OFFICE IN THE 
UNION.  TODAY ! !  
_________ 2/1 8 
P H I  S I G M A  S I G M A :  
SISTERHOOD, SERVICE, and 
SCHOLARSHIP. ________ 2/1 3 
SUPER BOWL XX T-Shirts. 
Colorful collector's item, great 
gift for your Bear fan . Limited 
offer $ 7 . 50.  Call 348-0645 .  
________2/ 1 3 
Where else can you play a 
game of pool AND have a bottle 
of beer for a buck? Jerry's Pub! 
1 2-4p . m .  Mon. -Sat. 
-=--=�------2/ 1 3 
PIKES: The Birthday party 
for Abe was great! Is 
Washington next? Love, The 
SIG KAPS. 
________ 2/1 3 
PHI SIGMA. SIGMA RUSH 
PARTY . 8:00 tonight in the 
Oakland room in the Union. 
-,--------2/ 1 3 
Need a Break? Jerry's Pub 
has 75¢ Bottle Beer, 25¢ pool 
tables, $ 2 . 2 5  pitchers . Today 
and Everyday 1 2-4p . m .  
_____ ___;___;_2/ 1 3 
It's Coming You Say Well 
What is it? 
________ 2/ 1 3  
HEY KARI WILSON- Let's 
check out some historical 
landmarks this week! Love 
your special sis! Christine: 
_________2/1 3 
LAUREN LYNCH :  Today's 
your big 2 1  ! Hope you have a 
great birthday. Love,  your PHI 
SIG sisters. 
________ 2/1 3 
It's probably one ot the best 
times you will have all year! 
2/ 1 3  
ALL CAMPUS BASH Don't 
Miss Sigma Tau Gamma and 
Ted's Warehouse Quarters 
Night. Tonight 9 : 00.  Come and 
enjoy a Unique atmosphere 
With the Men of Sigma Tau. 
________2/1 3 
MIKE PILEGGI :  THANKS SO 
MUCH FOR THE ACTIVATION 
GiFT. WE REALLY AP­
PRECIATED IT AND PUT IT TO 
GOOD USE: LOVE THE NEW 
DZ ACTIVES. 
_________ 2/1 3 
HOT SPOT! PLAZA! 600N . 
Lowered $ 1 2 9 .  This Week! 
345-7289,  581 -568 1 . 
_________2/1 3 
SPRING BREAK! ! PARTY ! !  
PLAZA! PLANTATION! $ 1 29.  
This Week! 345-7289, 58 1 -
568 1 . 
_________ 2/1 3 
VALENTIN E  SPECIAL All 
double V-neck and deep V­
neck Shaker sweaters on sale 
for $ 1 4 . 00! ! Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday. JUNIOR 
CONCEPT-West Park Plaza. 
________2/1 4 
Kim Brooks, Good job on 
Orals and Nationals. Your Mom 
is proud of you ! Love, Mindy. 
________2/1 3 
Riviera Tan Spa: 6 super 
beds, built- in  face tanner and 
casette stereo . Fr iday,  
Saturday special $4.00.  235-
001 2 .  
________ 2/27 
T I M  
Congratulations 
Sigma Pi and 
pledge class pr 
good job or else! 
ALPHA PHIS 
PARTY . THURSDA 
THE HOUSE. 
BY LISA MARTH. 
THE LADIES 
SIGMA TAU ARE 
BUM AROUND 
MEN OF SIGMA NU. 
SISTERHOOD, 
SCHOLARSHIP. 
what PHI SIGMA 
about. Tonight at 8 
Oakland room(Un' 
Make money 
classified ads.  
POSITION REQUESTED BY ADVERTISER' 
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